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ABSTRACT

Course: LAR-80436 Thesis Landscape Architecture
Urban energy transition from fossil-fuel dependence to renewableenergy dependence is inevitable. More and more cities are
experiencing this transformation. Amsterdam is one of C40 cities
with the ambition to transform into the energy smart city in around
2040. The urban port area is projected in the scenario to be the
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urban renewable energy source to generate over 40% of electricity
for urban dwellings in 2040. How to build up the sustainable
energy landscape for the port area should be considered during
this transition process. Specifically for the thesis study, after
defining the criteria for sustainable energy landscape (SEL),
the related design principles are made. After evaluating the
integrated sustainability for these design principles, the combined
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design models are created as the ingredients for a sustainable
energy landscape design. After that, with the consideration of
multifunctional urban land use and civil liberties for urban port
area, it comes up with the design concept of ‘energy crystals’ as
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the tremendous urban energy land art, with the combined urban
functions of urban energy source, sustainable port industry and
urban energy tourist resort. Even though there are a number
of dilemmas exist for both research and design processes, the
design outcome could be regarded as a brainstorm for the future
sustainable energy landscape.
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4.1.1 Industrial transformation

1 INTRODUCTION

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Problem context
1.1.1 Urban energy transition
- General introduction for sustainable energy transition concept

- European energy transition

- Dutch energy transition

Contemporary society is facing a series of urgent environmental

Global energy consumption has increased by around 1.5%

Around the whole world, many metropolitan areas are located in

and the enrollment of business and other non-state actors in the

problems and challenges, such as climate change, loss of

annually in recent years, driven primarily by rising demand in

delta, with the presence of water for food production, commerce

transformation process. The transition approach makes use of

biodiversity and depletion of natural resources (clean water,

developing countries. Due to the introduction of renewable energy

and transportation. The Netherlands is such a country like a river-

‘bottom-up’ developments and long-term thinking. There are

fossil fuel, forests, etc.). In order to mitigate these issues, the

technologies into the global market, carbon emission has the

delta city. In order to establish a real sustainable urban delta, the

basically seven transition platforms as the heart of Dutch energy

‘social-technical transitions’, in terms of transport, energy, Agri-

potential to be controlled and even reduced. Modern renewable

Holland Branding team has been developing the theme‘Holland:

transition projects: New gas, Green resources, Chain efficiency,

food and other systems, are necessary (Geels 2011). The term

energy is being used increasingly in four distinct markets: power

A Sustainable Urban Delta’ (SUD). There are totally 11 topics for

Sustainable electricity supply, Sustainable mobility, Built

transition in diverse ways to studies of social class transition,

generation, heating and cooling, transport, and rural/off-grid

SUD, which are Clean & secure energy, Energy efficient buildings,

environment and Energy-producing greenhouse (Kemp 2010).

post-socialist transitions, biological/evolutionary transitions,

energy services (REN21 2015). Based on the work programme of

Resource efficient industries, Waste & resource efficiency, Water,

demographic transitions and transitions to sustainability (Lawhon

the urban agenda for the European Union, energy transition is one

Air pollution, Transportation & logistics, Food security, Big

As for Amsterdam, as one of the C40 cities with the meaningful

and Murphy 2011). Transitions to sustainability have some special

of the twelve priority themes (Lierop 2016). Specifically, there are

data, Efficient use land and subsoil and Safe & secure public

global impact in reducing both greenhouse gas emissions

characteristics. Firstly, they are goal oriented or ‘purposive’

three important tasks for Europe’s energy transition (exploiting

environment (seen Figure 1 ). Firstly water is functioned as the

and climate risks, the ambition for the city is to develop an

to address persistent environmental problems. Secondly, most

existing potential, creating the network and working in phases)

source for food production, transportation and logistics, as well

economically strong and sustainable city with 75 percent of CO2

‘sustainable’ solutions do not offer obvious benefits for users

(Sijmons et al 2014). For the first task to exploit the existing

as a way to generate energy. The second topic is to accept the

emission reduction in 2040 (seen Figure 2 ). The strategy to realize

comparing to the established technologies. Thus these changes

potential, there are totally seven types of energy are focused,

challenge to transform into sustainable energy system and the

this vision is summarized in five roadmaps: (1) be a creative

will require policy changes as vested interests will try to resist

such as wind energy, solar energy and biomass. The theoretical

related new business models. The third challenge is to produce

and varied city to live and work in (2) have an integrated public

such transitions. Thirdly, for empirical domains such as energy

potentials for both on-land and offshore wind energy are high. And

food with safe and clean ways. Another topic is to develop

transport network (3) have a high quality urban planning (4) invest

and Agri-food, ‘complementary assets’ are possessed by dominant

for solar energy, the theoretical potential in Europe is even higher

smart logistics and mobility of people and goods. Specifically

in the recreational green surroundings and the water in Amsterdam

large firms. The involvement of these large incumbent firms might

than wind energy that it could supply 500 times of Europe’s current

for the energy topic, renewable energy will dominate the energy

(5) invest in the use of renewable energy (City of Amsterdam

accelerate the breakthrough of environmental innovations for

energy consumption. By comparison for biomass, its extraction

system of the future. The effect will be assumed to be visible

2010). While specifically for sustainable energy transition, there

transitions to sustainability. Therefore, transitions to sustainability

requires a great deal of energy and competes with other land uses.

in 2040 in the form of system integration (Sijmons et al 2014).

are three pillars: energy savings, the use of sustainable energy,

are of necessity to focus on the interaction between technology,

Thus, considering the strict environmental restrictions, the energy

The Netherlands has the ambition to build up a livable, healthy,

and the efficient use of fossil fuel, which are described for four

policy / power / politics, economics / business / markets, and

supply from biomass is relatively low, which could only generate

climate proof and energy neutral country in the coming future

categories (buildings, clean transport, port and industry, and

culture / discourse / public opinion (Geels 2011).

17 percent of Europe’s current energy consumption (Sijmons et al

(Meijer et al 2011). Generally, there are two main concepts used

sustainable energy) (City of Amsterdam 2009). The Circular

2014). Taking into account the potentials for different renewable

to describe and analyze transitions: 1) The multi-level concept

Economy Concept is introduced to create both the closing cycle in

When it specifically comes to sustainable energy transition, as

energy sources, a flexible and integrated energy network should

for the interactions between different scale levels 2) The multi-

one domain and integration of cycles from different domains (such

an important part of social-technical transitions, it is generally

be created to cope with fluctuations in supply and demand. The

stage concept for different phases of transition (Loorbach et al

as the cycle between water cycle company Waternet and the waste-

defined as a long-term fundamental structural change in energy

network will be a time-based transition process, which is expected

2010). Dutch transition approach for sustainable energy, mobility,

to-energy company AEB) (Hoek et al 2015).

systems (Hauff et al 2014). The term refers to the transition from

to achieve the Paris Agreement of reducing 80 percent greenhouse

agriculture and resource use has three characteristics: the focus

fossil fuels to self-sufficient energy systems based entirely on

gas emission in 2050 comparing to 1990 (EU. 2011).

on transformative change, the reliance on bottom-up process

renewable-energy sources, which will take place at all scales from
individual buildings to the region (Stremke 2010). Possibilities for
a sustainable energy transition involve balancing energy provision
with other land uses, such as food production, waste treatment,
flood control, preservation of biodiversity and provision of housing
(Stremke 2007).

Fig.1 Amsterdam ambition to reduce CO2 emission (source: City of Amsterdam, 2009)
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Fig. 2 Holland: a sustainable urban delta (SUD) (source: Holland: a Sustainable Urban Delta 2014)
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1.2 Urban energy generation system

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1.3 Sustainable urban industrial energy landscape

A smart city is driven by six dimensions: economy, environment,

Energy and landscapes influence each other: local energy

governance, living, mobility and people, and it should pursue

sources and technologies shape landscapes while landscape

two main goals of full general sustainability and quality of

characteristics also influence energy generation (Stremke and Koh

life. Specifically, energy management is observed in the Smart

2011). Energy landscape is being discussed for years. Currently,

Environment dimension (Maltese et al 2016). There are five

more and more practitioners focus on the transformation of

main energy-related activities could be called intervention

physical energy landscape from fossil fuel to renewable energy

areas: generation, storage, infrastructure, facilities, and transport

technologies and the related infrastructures. The concept of energy

(mobility) (Calvillo et al 2016). From the perspective of energy

landscape not only presents the material objective of landscape

generation, the combination of centralized and decentralized

architects and other environmental designers but also represents

energy generation is foreseen (Momoh et al 2012). Large-scale

a complex system at the medium spatial scale (Stremke 2015).

(centralized) systems generate electricity either at a utility scale

Energy landscapes hold the potential to contribute to mitigate

(e.g., producing about 5–50 megawatts) or a commercial scale (e.g.,

climate change by reducing greenhouse gas emission. In order to

producing about 1–4 megawatts), while small-scale (decentralized)

achieve that goal, renewable energy sources should be managed

facilities can have a capacity of up to 2 megawatts. The centralized

in a sustainable way (Stremke 2015). Thus, the sustainable

systems are easier to be managed and the information is easy to be

energy landscape is defined as a physical environment that

found, but the systems are lack of flexibility and usually require

makes maximum use of incoming exergy (renewable energy)

huge investment. Besides, the environment burden is heavy and

and minimizes entropy production (for example, greenhouse

the structures tend to spoil the landscape. By comparison for

gas emissions) without compromising other landscape services,

decentralized energy systems, they are flexible, local-based and

Port of Amsterdam is the fourth-largest port in Western Europe

For the thesis, I choose the medial axis of Westelijk Havengebied

and plays a crucial role as a major European locus for global

in Port of Amsterdam as the specific case study area. The general

business with annual goods transhipments of over 80 million

area for the study area is around 930 ha. There are mainly four

tonnes (Lissandrello and Grin 2011). It is committed to sustainable

reasons why I choose this area for further study:

development and transitioning towards a ‘Green Energy Port’

1) from urban level, this area has the potential to connect urban

(Rivas et al 2015), as a hub for renewable energy networks (a

green structure with Natura 2000 area in the North as an ecological

heat network, a steam network, wind turbines, roof solar panels,

and recreational link. 2) along with the expansion of urban living

blue energy, and biofuels), and a centre for businesses based

area, the eastern port area has the potential to transform to the

on the reuse of waste materials, through the joint efforts from

residential or business area. Instead, the medial axis will not be

stakeholders, politicians, citizens and designers (Lissandrello and

influenced as much as the eastern part. Thus, the case study area

Grin 2011). According the information on the website for Port

has the workable potential to develop energy landscape in the far

of Amsterdam (https://www.portofamsterdam.com/en), I made

future. 3) for Port of Amsterdam, the medial axis could also act

the chart for the general industrial business types for the area

as a break to avoid the huge closed industry land use. 4) there

(Figure 3 ). It shows that Port of Amsterdam is transforming into

are a number of different landscape elements in this area, such

a sustainable industrial park, as more and more waste recycling

as industrial estate, car terminal, cycling path, wind turbines

and treatment companies enter the area and the huge renewable

and ADM cultural center, which could have multiple potentials

energy generation potential for vacant industrial estates. Currently,

to explore sustainable energy landscape. The case study area is

biodiversity, or scenic landscape quality (Stremke and Koh 2011).

the ambitions to establish an onshore/offshore urban wind farm

shown in Figure 5 .

Inevitably, there are a number of vacant urban area in every

network are in progress.

effective in networks sharing resources, whereas more fragment
than centralized ones (Alanne and Saari 2004).

1.1.4 Case study: Urban sustainable energy generation landscape for the medial axis of Westelijk
Havengebied industrial park in Amsterdam

(Jong et al 2012, Seen Figure 4 ) and the waste-to-energy industrial

metropolitan city. The promotion of mixed-use development is
being play an important part in the modern urban agenda (Altes
and Tambach 2008). The potentials to introduce housing on
industrial estates have already been studied by some researchers
(Angotti and Hanhardt 2001; Hoppenbrouwer and Louw 2005;
Altes and Tambach 2008). However, there is seldom study about
the potential for utility-scale sustainable energy generation on
modern industrial estates. Thus, this study is trying to explore
the potentials to mix the land use of eco-industry estate and
sustainable energy generation through landscape architecture

930 ha

perspective, under the context of urban energy transition.

Fig.3 Current business structure for Port of Amsterdam
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Fig.4 wind turbines landscape of Westelijk Havengebied (source: verawandelt.wordpress.com)

Fig.5 case study area at the medial axis of Westelijk Havengebied
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1 INTRODUCTION

1 INTRODUCTION

1.2 Problem description

1.3 Knowledge gaps

1.4 Purpose statement
Generally, the purpose of this thesis study is to explore the

1.2.1 Development of sustainable energy
generation landscape along with urban energy
transition process

1.2.2 Urban renewable energy generation
landscape for vacant industrial area to meet the
criteria for sustainable energy landscape

1.3.1 The scenario for sustainable energy
landscape of haven industrial area combining
urban sustainable development guidelines

Sustainable transition is being practiced by many cities.

Amsterdam has the clear ambition to transit to a sustainable

The first knowledge gap addressed in the thesis concerns how

The total land area for Port of Amsterdam is about 1995 hectares

Amsterdam has the great ambition to build up a smart city with

smart city, while sustainable renewable energy generation is

the sustainable energy generation landscape for haven industrial

(Port of Amsterdam 2012). Owing to the limited time and resources,

five pathways: renewable energy, clear air, circular economy,

one of the main pathways to achieve the goal. The sustainable

area could develop under the municipal guidelines for sustainable

in the thesis, I choose the medial axis of Westelijk Havengebied

climate resilience and sustainable operational management (City

landscape for renewable energy generation field is the visible way

energy transition. Through the case study of medial axis of

as the main sample study area to explore the sustainable energy

of Amsterdam 2015). With the phased energy transition targets,

to realize sustainability, which aims to generate renewable energy

Westelijk Havengebied in Amsterdam, this knowledge gap will be

landscape potentials for the whole Port of Amsterdam. The results

the city intends to gradually introduce different renewable energy

efficiently without compromising other landscape values (such as

put into a real condition and analysed through design process. The

of the study is expected to contribute to the real urban landscape

sources (such as solar energy, wind energy, biomass and waste

environmental values, social-cultural values and economic values).

relation between large scale visions and specific sustainable energy

design strategies for sustainable energy landscape as the next step

energy, and sustainable district heating grid). Specifically, through

In order to build up a real sustainable energy landscape, the criteria

landscape practices will be considered to support the analysis for

after the focus on big data base from the macroscale projections

a phased agenda to generate more solar energy in the future,

for different sustainable dimensions are important. According

this knowledge gap. Specifically, municipal council of Amsterdam

and landscape visions.

the electricity supply amount from solar panels was expected

to the theory of Criteria for Sustainable Energy Landscape from

made the near future sustainable energy vision for 2020 and the

to increase from 9MW in 2013 to 160MW in 2020 and then

Sven Stremke (2015), generally there are four dimensions of

far future sustainable energy vision for 2040 (City of Amsterdam

Base on the theory of European three energy tasks from Dirk

1000MW in 2040, which could support around 5000 households to

sustainability, which are technical, environmental, socio-cultural,

2015). However, for Port of Amsterdam, sustainable energy

Sijmons et al (2014), there are three tasks for European energy

around 80000 households and then to around 450000 households

and economical criteria. Besides, the minimum technical criteria

generation projections are only made for near future in 2020 and

transition. The first task is to exploit the existing potential for

(City of Amsterdam 2015). While the total potential yield to

should be applied as the basic dimension.

far future in 2030, and the relation with urban energy targets is not

seven types of energy (wind energy, biomass, solar energy,

clear. Thus, it seems hard to fit in the sustainable energy transition

geothermal energy, hydropower, wave energy and tidal power).

of the whole city.

Currently for the case study area Port of Amsterdam, the

generate solar energy is 1300MW, so there will still have large
potential to generate more solar energy after 2040. As for wind

However, under the frame of criteria for sustainable energy

energy, the government target is to increase space for a windmill

landscape, different energy landscape should be treated specifically

power generation capacity of 250 MW by 2025 and 400 MW by

relating to the local conditions. Thus, for landscape designers, how

2040 (City of Amsterdam 2015), which means in 2040 there could

to define the sustainable dimensions for specific locations is the

be around 200000 households be supported by wind energy. Thus,

key point to apply sustainable energy landscape into practicable

the perspective households supported by solar and wind energy in

design measures. When it comes to the case study area Port of

2040 will be approximately 650000, which could support around

potentials for the practical sustainable energy landscape for urban
modern industrial estate, through the case study of the medial axis
of Westelijk Havengebied industrial park in Port of Amsterdam.

feasible renewable energy sources have already been exploited

1.3.2 Renewable energy generation landscape
with environmental, social-cultural and
economical values

and gradually put into practice, such as the on-site strategies

Amsterdam, even though the specific sustainable dimensions were

The second knowledge gap addressed in the thesis concerns

Amsterdam 2016). Thus, in my thesis, I intend to explore more

70 percent of total households. Besides, for district heating grid,

mentioned by some literature (Leguijt et al 2010; Drimmelen et

how to embody the sustainable quality for sustainable energy

potentials for the exploited energy sources (such as wind energy

the more renewable energy sources (such as biomass, waste

al 2013; Port of Amsterdam 2016), there is no systematic and

landscape. As a real sustainable energy landscape, it should

and biomass) and possibilities for other renewable sources (such

energy and geothermal energy) will be introduced in the city (City

comprehensive evaluation framework for different sustainable

generate renewable energy efficiently without compromising

as solar energy), from landscape architecture perspective. As for

of Amsterdam 2015). Under the guidelines from general phased

dimensions, which will be a real barrier to apply the sustainable

other landscape services and values (Stremke 2015). However,

the second task to create the sustainable energy network, even

targets of Amsterdam, the case study area, Port of Amsterdam,

energy landscape concept and the practical design interventions

according to the open information from Port of Amsterdam, there

though City of Amsterdam (2015) already had a general renewable

also has the phased energy targets for the near future. Specifically,

into the real site.

is no clear or specific landscaping agenda about how to create such

energy target for the year 2040, the specific implemented

wind power capacity will be increased from 65MW to at least

a sustainable energy landscape, but only the general landscape

measures are not opened to public yet. Therefore, for Port of

100MW in 2020, and 100000 m2 solar panels in 2020 are expected

visions and imaginations. Thus, there is a knowledge gap about

Amsterdam, even with the ambitious vision to build up a ‘Green

comparing to 15000 m2 in 2016 (Port of Amsterdam 2016).

the real workable landscaping strategies for the case study area to

Energy Port’ (Rivas et al 2015) in the far future, the specific

build up the sustainable energy landscape, especially in the respect

energy roles and burdens in the whole city structure is not clear.

However, as an important part to contribute to the long term

of dealing with positive synergies and negative trade-offs among

Thus, in my thesis, I am also trying to give a clear sustainable

energy transition targets for Amsterdam, the more specific

on-site landscape criteria.

energy position for Port of Amsterdam, in the urban sustainable

for wind turbines from 2013 (Jong et al 2012), the ‘waste-toenergy’ eco-industry practice for AEB and Waternet company
and the development of on-site biomass related company (Port of

phased connection between renewable energy generation in Port

development network. As for the third task to develop sustainable

of Amsterdam and renewable energy generating ambition for

energy through time for European countries, there are mainly

Amsterdam is not clear now. For the process of energy transition,

four periods projected by Dirk: The foundations until 2020, The

landscape architects play an important role to operate the practical

tide turns until 2030, Following through between 2040 and 2050,

energy landscaping projects through the strategic landscape

and The new European energy landscape in 2050. This projection

planning and design, which aims to explore the landscape

links up well with European and National sustainable targets.

potentials for far futures on various scale levels (Waal and Stremke

Yet specifically for Port of Amsterdam, the sustainable energy

2014). Thus, how to implement the specific sustainable energy

landscape through time just stay at the level of general visions

landscape in the case study area based on the projected energy

instead of specific and workable strategies. Therefore, through my

targets of Amsterdam is the problem.

thesis, I also intend to contribute to the practical energy landscape
design interventions for the case study area through time.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In addition, the underlying purpose for the case study is to explore

1 INTRODUCTION
1.5 Research questions

1.6 Research methodologies and methods

1.6.1 Research data collection methods

- Main research question

The general research approach is research through design (Rtd),

studying the related literature about these four dimensions and

the emotional transition for sustainable energy landscape. A new

through the sustainable energy landscape case study of the medial

combining to the on-site fieldwork, the more location-based energy

cultural landscape is coming. Base on the opinions from Dirk

What kind of multifunctional energy landscape could develop

axis of Westelijk Havengebied to test and explore the practical

design interventions will be listed and weighed. Specifically, after

Sijmons et al (2014), the grey sustainability lobby has the same

in the middle port area of Amsterdam municipality to meet the

potentials for urban sustainable energy generation landscape. The

mainly summarising the reference articles for Sustainable Energy

absolute views as the green guardians of the Arcadian landscape.

criteria for sustainable energy landscape (SEL)?

research through design (Rtd) approach means that we do not

Landscape: Implementing Energy Transition in the Physical Realm

limit ourselves to a single spatial sketch that shows the results

(Stremke 2015) and the official document from Amsterdam and

of the calculation in a point-by-point way. It takes calculations

Port of Amsterdam, the list for site-related criteria for sustainable

However, the fear for an uncertain future supported by renewable
energy brings oppositions and disagreements between citizens,

- Sub research questions

municipalities, provinces, energy companies and developers.

as a basis for the actual design work, but leaves open multiple

energy landscape are proposed (as shown in Table 1). Then, partly

Thus, how to transit emotions for energy landscape from the

1)What are the main criteria for sustainable energy landscape (SEL)

possibilities for the integrated spatial design (Sijmons et al 2014).

based on the literature, the synergetic and trade-off interrelations

urban hidden backyard to visible landscape is inevitable faced

of urban port area?

Specifically for the case study, research for design (Rfd) approach

between different criteria are proposed. After that, literature is also

will be used, in which the research analysis outcomes will support

drew on as the basis to carry out specific energy-conscious design

by modern cities. Landscape architects play an important role
in this process to come up with suitable designs to promote the

2)What design principles correspond with the criteria for SEL in

the design strategies for different dimensions. After drawing on

strategies for the case study area. When it comes to the research

emotional acceptance of different groups and stakeholders, and

an urban port area defined in the first SRQ?

the book Research in Landscape Architecture – methods and

part, for the analysis of specific criteria items for the study area,

indirectly participate in introducing the new landscape culture

methodology (Brink et al 2017), the main research data collection

literature will be used as the main method to collect data for

based on grey sustainable energy technologies. Specifically for

3)What are the levels of sustainability for the defined design

methods will be literature study, interviews to the stakeholders and

municipal plan for energy, flooding prevention, biodiversity,

Amsterdam, Port of Amsterdam will be the battleground for this

principles based on the criteria for SEL?

landscape fieldwork of the case study area. The main research data

greenhouse gas emission target, renewable energy related policy,

analysis methods will be classification, representation, evaluation

social willingness for renewable energy landscape culture,

cultural transition. Therefore, through this thesis, I intend to look
for suitable landscape design strategies as the exploration for the

4)What are the potential scenarios for the SEL of the Amsterdam

and visualization, such as mapping and rendering. After that,

affordable energy and sustainable energy market interventions.

new landscape culture.

port area based on the site analysis for the present conditions and

the analysis outcome will be used to implicate for design. The

While for the analysis and design for site level, open document

existing plans?

following contents will describe these methods separately, and the

about sustainable energy development for Port of Amsterdam

general methodology framework for the thesis is shown in Figure 6 .

and the relevant articles will be based to judge the potentials for

- Design question

different renewable energy technologies.

- Literature review
- Landscape fieldwork

What specific design strategies and spatial interventions can be
made to realize the SEL of the Amsterdam middle port area?

Literature can provide a wealth of intellectual and practical
guidance in conducting the research (Christensen 2006).

Field trip is one of the ways to acquire raw on-site data with the

Systematic literature review methodology was developed a few

objective to interpret the landscape (Riesco-Chueca and Gómez-

decades ago for the medical sciences, while recently it is also be

Zotano 2013), and it is also defined as the a method to achieve

applied in the social sciences. Systematic review methodology

considerable insight into the actual use of designed place (Marcus

provides a range of tools to identify, select and synthesise research

and Francis 1998). As for my research study, on-site fieldwork

articles and reports (Brink et al 2017). For this thesis, based on the

method will be applied to achieve the information about the real

theory of criteria for sustainable energy landscape (Stremke 2015),

situation for the case study area, such as the on-site wind turbines,

there are four research sub-questions which are about technology,

vegetation condition, public transportation, the factory buildings

environment, social-culture and economics respectively. After

and the vacant industrial estates. While literature study used to
determine the specific sustainable design interventions for the area,
the landscape fieldwork will be used to inspect the possibility for
these design interventions on the actual site. Besides, more design
ideas will be inspired during the site visiting, in order to serve for
the design question.

Fig.6 Methodology framework
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.7 Relevance

1.8 Structure of report

educative function is about informing people by deciphering the

Firstly, the thesis will be expected to contribute to the landscape

Generally, there are total five chapters for this report, which are

1.6.2 Research data analysis methods
- Classification & Representation

often confusing overload of information, and integrating possible

architecture field with the focus of urban sustainable energy

the Introduction, Theory & knowledge, Site analysis for existing

Classification could be defined as the basic procedure to

future events and developments into consistent pictures of the

landscape. Along with the introduction of distributed renewable

situation and future development, Urban energy landscape design,

impose some sort of order and coherence upon the vast inflow

future ( van Notten 2005).

energy sources (such as solar panels, solar heaters and small-

and Discussion and conclusion.

of information from the real world, and is also helps order and
structure what is known (Harvey 1969). Landscape classification

scale wind turbines) into cities, the decentralized urban renewable

- Visualization

is driven by a need for practical solutions for the management

energy landscape is not unfamiliar to citizens as before, and the

Firstly in the Introduction part, general problem statement and

related landscape design has already been developed. However, as

knowledge gaps are described. Besides, the purpose for the study

of landscape change, and should be seen as one of many

Planning tools and procedures, in which computer-aided

for utility-level urban renewable energy landscape, the established

is also introduced. The research and design questions are clearly

different information sets for assessing landscape, at a range of

visualizations have an increasingly important role to play, area

landscape examples are still seldom. Therefore, this thesis study

shown, following the description of different research methods for

spatial scales. The purpose is to understand landscape quality.

readily available and make this wealth of spatial data accessible

could contribute to the practical sustainable energy generation

collecting and analyzing data.

Classification involves two phases. The first phase requires logical

for the furtherance of landscape architectural insight and concepts

landscape strategies, as an attempt to transform the abstract urban

identification for the appropriate classes and the design for a set

(Schöbel et al 2012), of which mapping and rendering are the two

energy big data into landscape design practices.

of rules to define these classes with subjective glasses. While the

important types of visualization. Specifically for the case study,

second phase is to implement these rules objectively to ensure that

mapping will be used to visualize the gathered information for

Secondly, the thesis is also expected to contribute to the academic

sustainable energy landscape, energy-conscious multifunctional

the rules are independent of the classifier and are implemented

items of sustainable energy landscape criteria and explore the

field about the practical design interventions for urban sustainable

design approach, and the synergetic and trade-offs relations

consistently (Lars 2009). It bases on the understanding through

real on-site potentials for these criteria. After that, the overlapped

energy landscape. Currently, many studies are about large-scale

between design principles and different criteria items.

previous research, but also evolves with new understandings. As

maps will be used for the analysis of interrelations among criteria.

regional renewable energy landscape (Dobbelsteen et al 2012;

for the method of representation, it is the description or portrayal

Then for the design part, in order to explain and test the energy-

Grét-Regamey and Hayek 2012; Vandevyvere and Stremke 2012).

Thirdly in the Site analysis for existing situation and future

of someone or something in a particular way (Oxford Dictionary).

conscious design strategies, visualization methods such as

While for municipal-level sustainable energy landscape, the related

development, there are three parts included, which are the energy

It is a very commonly used qualitative research analysis method.

maps and renderings will also be applied. In addition, the rough

studies are less (Keeffe 2012; Schroth et al 2012). Furthermore,

analysis for the existing situation, the energy potential analysis for

Specifically for my thesis, these two methods are used to define

calculation will be applied as the quantified support for mapping

the studies about sustainable energy landscape for urban vacant

the existing situation and the possible future development for the

the design principles for the SEL of study area.

analysis, especially for the aspects such as energy output from

industry estate is seldom. Thus, this thesis could also contribute to

study area based on the built scenarios.

different renewable energy resources, the amount of flooding

the academic exploration for this aspect.

- Evaluation
The Evaluation Methodology is a tool to help one better

theories and knowledge are presented, which are the criteria for

water that could be digested by the combined flooding prevention

According to the defined design principles in chapter 2 and the

system, the captured carbon amount and the cost for energy

Besides, along with the process of urban energy transition, the

basic site analysis in chapter 3, the implement for sustainable

sources with different efficiency.

emotional transition to a visible renewable energy landscape

energy design is presented in chapter 4.

understand the steps needed to do a quality evaluation. By
following this process, a faculty member can learn what he or she

Then in the second chapter of Theory & knowledge, three related

culture is inevitable. The higher the society could accept the urban

- Implications for design

needs to know to determine the level of quality of a performance,

renewable technologies, the faster the urban energy transition

After that, discussion and conclusion are shown in chapter 5, to

could be. As a landscape research to explore the practical potentials

discuss about the values and limitations of the study and give the
answers for the research questions.

product, or skill. Generally there are four steps for evaluation

Based on the theory suggested by C. Frayling (1993), there are

for urban sustainable energy landscape, this thesis is also expected

methodology: 1) Define the parameters of the evaluation 2) Design

three models of design research, which are research into design,

to contribute to how landscape design interventions could enhance

the methods used for the evaluation 3) Set standards and collect

research through design and research for design. Research

social acceptance for the renewable energy landscape culture.

evidence 4) Report and make decisions ( Baehr 2004). Specifically

for design covers all types of research supporting the design

for my study, based on the design principles I made, the specific

process and the coming into being of the design product (Brink

parameters about different criteria are made. I will use (++) (+)

et al 2017), which can be viewed as the creation of substantive

(o) (-) (--) as the method to evaluate these design principles from

knowledge through the generation of scientific date for application

highly sustainable to low sustainable.

in ‘evidence based’ design (Brown and Corry 2011). As for
my thesis, the analysed and visualized landscape data will be

- Scenarios

implicated in the design strategies for the case study area, in order
to answer the design question about how and when the specific

The word “scenario” is derived from the Latin scaena, meaning

design strategies and interventions can be implicated for the real

scene. The term was originally used in the context of such

location. Specifically, the analysis outcome through weighing and

performing arts as theater and film. Generally there are two types

integrating different sustainable energy landscape dimensions will

of scenarios, the process-oriented one and the product-oriented

be implicated for a set of alternative models to develop the final

one. For my study, it is process-oriented scenario. Process-

design.

oriented scenario development functions to promote: learning,
communication, and improving observational skills. The learning
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2.1 Conceptual framework
Generally, there are three theories used for my thesis, which are

in the loss of other features. In addition, no-effect can describe

theoretical guidelines to direct Energy-conscious multifunctional

Criteria for sustainable energy landscape, Interrelations among

the situations among variables that the changes of some variables

landscape design. Specifically for the study area, the key

these criteria and Energy-conscious multifunctional landscape

have no effect on other variables (Luukkanen et al 2012). The

interrelations among criteria is expected to guide different design

design approach. Specifically, as the description of Criteria for

interrelation concept is applied for ecosystem services by some

strategies respectively, which will be presented as different

Sustainable Energy Landscape from Sven Stremke (2015), there

articles (Oudenhoven 2011; Howe et al 2014; Qin et al 2015; Lee

design modules to serve for the combined design outcome of

are four main dimensions of sustainability, which are technical,

and Lautenbach 2016), in order to analyse the relations between

the whole site. Besides, some of the interrelations can directly

environmental, social-cultural and economic criteria. In addition,

different ecosystem services. When the concept extended to

guide the overall design of the study area (such as technical

all these criteria are based on minimum technical criteria (Figure
7 ). Each dimensions contain a number of non-negotiable ‘core’

urban sustainable energy landscape design, different criteria also

criteria and economic criteria). This process can be viewed as

have the interrelations with each other, among which the positive

‘research for design (Rfd)’. In return, the design outcome can

sustainability criteria and negotiable ones. The non-negotiable

synergies should be maximized while the negative trade-offs

evaluate and reflect the value of the defined interrelations, as the

criteria and negotiable criteria are different for different situations,

should be minimized through specific design interventions.

research approach of ‘research through design (Rtd)’. Specifically

which should be considered basing on the specific site conditions.

comes to the study objects, Criteria for SEL focuses on defining
As the conceptual framework shown in Figure 8 , the relation

single criterion items, Interrelations among criteria focuses on

When it comes to Energy-conscious Multifunctional Landscape

between different theories and approach are clear. Interrelations

the relations between two items, while multifunctional design

Design Approach, there are several sub terms to be defined in this

among criteria is functioned as the approach to classify different

approach combines multiple items based on the study outcomes

thesis. Firstly, the term multifunctional or multiple land use started

Criteria for sustainable energy landscape, and also as the

from the former step.

to appear in the late 1990s (Grant 2002). In the Netherlands, the

Fig. 7 original illustration of the conceptual framework for sustainable
energy landscape (source: S. Stremke, 2015)

concept of multiple land use gradually replaced the concept of
mixed land use, as a concept of action, more than of contents.
Basically, there are four dimensions of multiple land use: the
intensity at which land is used to increase the efficiency of land
use for a particular type of land use, the mix or interweaving of
different types of land uses, to create more floor space on a parcel
of land by erecting high-rise buildings or creating subterranean
space, and to use the same area of land over time for different
functions in a sequential way (Grant 2002). In addition, for the
term Energy-conscious landscape planning and design approach,
it is defined as the way to foster energy transition by spatial (re)
organization and (re)design of the existing physical environment
(Waal and Stremke 2014). The basis for this approach is the
integration of ecological knowledge and creative spatial thinking
(Stremke and Koh 2011). Specifically in the article from Stremke
and Koh (2011), four ecosystem strategies are mentioned to
provide new insights towards energy-conscious spatial planning
and design: ecological succession, differentiation of niches,
biorhythm, and mutual relationships. Mutual relationships are
generally defined as the interactions between species with benefits
for all participants (Boucher et al 1982).
As for the theory of Synergetic and Trade-off Interrelations
among Criteria, interrelation in this thesis is defined as the way
in which two or more things are connected and affect one another
(quoted from Cambridge Dictionary). Generally there are three
kinds of interrelations, which are synergy, trade-off and no-effect.
Synergy is defined as the interaction between factors with greater
combined effect than the sum of their separate effects. Trade-off is

Fig. 8 Conceptual framework

defined as situations where the selection of some features results
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2.2 Criteria for sustainable energy landscape
Generally through the main study method to look into literature

Table 1

about Criteria for sustainable energy landscape, criteria related
to urban port industry area in different scales are picked up.

Dimensions

table for location-related sustainable energy landscape criteria from both municipal and site level
Criteria for sustainable energy landscape

scale

The based literature mainly comes from the reference articles of

(A) Develop Port of Amsterdam as urban ‘sustainable energy port’ (energy source

Sustainable Energy Landscape: Implementing Energy Transition in

(B) Further develop urban wind park in port area as multifunctional land use

6,7,23,24,45

the Physical Realm (Stremke 2015). There are totally 44 reference
literature for this article from Sven, while for my thesis, I mainly
read and drew on 33 of them as the basis. After combining to the
specific site information, I make the list for the specific criteria

)

M
S

22,27 02,03

(C) Introduce free-standing solar farm in port area as multifunctional land use

S

Technical

(D) Introduce roof solar farm in port area as multifunctional land use

3,14 04

S

dimension (TE)

(E) Cultivate bioenergy crops in port area as multifunctional land use

1,9,17,27,33 04

S

for sustainable energy landscape of the study area. Besides, I also
searched some other literature to support the criteria items.

(F) Transform fossil fuel related port industry to serve for biomass chain 1,9,24

S

(G) Introduce supporting electricity transmission line in port area as multifunctional land use

S

(H) Introduce renewable electricity charging spots

S

8

(I) Connect to Amsterdam dike ring 01 from the outside

As summarized in Table 1 , criteria for different dimensions for
the case study area are listed. There are two scales of criteria: the
municipal-level criteria and the site-level criteria. Specifically,

Environmental

(J) Introduce the complete vegetation network in port area as multifunctional land use, in order to halt the loss of

dimension (EN)

biodiversity (EU target) 1,15,23 06 and reduce greenhouse gas and particle emission 8,15,23,33

for technical dimension, municipal-level criterion is to develop
the port area to be urban ‘energy port’ in the future. While for

energy technologies, as well as the related supporting and utilizing
facilities. Then for environmental dimension, the municipal-

S

(K) Generate bioenergy based on semi-natural vegetation types 1,18 and introduce energy crop rotations1,15,18,23

S

(L) Policy interventions

M

3,22,44

(M) Embody port cultural identity

the site-level criteria, there are totally seven items. The main
focus is on developing both wind, solar and biomass renewable

M

S

1,15,22,23,27,42

(N) Introduce renewable energy tourism 8,9,23,28,30 as a way to promote urban sustainable energy cultural transition

S

Social-cultural

(O) View indigenous companies, community and people as landscape belongers

S

dimension (SC)

(P) Embody solar PV energy landscape

2,15,16,22,23,28,39

2,8,13,15,18,27,29,30,44

through multifunctional landscape expression of land art

S

(Q) Embody wind turbine energy landscape 2,11,15,16,21,22,23,28,39 by creating the sublime multifunctional port wind farm

S

level is to introduce native sustainable vegetation network into

(R) Introduce green recreational port area as multifunctional land use

S

the area with the combination of other land use. As for social-

(S) Develop sustainable energy research hub

cultural dimension, sustainable energy policy should be made from

(T) Promote market investments 2,28,31,32 as the result of huge economic potential

M

municipal level to support the sustainable energy development

(U) Choose affordable solar PV and wind turbine techniques 29,31,34 as the way to stimulate public investments

S

of the port area. While for site level, how to create distinctive

(V) Make use of collective flooding prevention 23 01 as a flexible way to reduce vulnerability of energy facilities

S

(W) Minimize potential land use conflicts between different renewable energy technologies

S

level criterion is to combine to Amsterdam dike ring, and for site

energy landscape for different renewable energy technologies in
order to embody both port and energy culture is considered as

Fig. 9 sustainable energy criteria layers

Economic
dimension (EC)

the important part from site level. In addition, how to develop
indigenous communities and companies sustainably is also
regarded as criteria. At last for economic dimension, to stimulate
on municipal level, how to choose affordable technologies and
balance land use for different technologies are viewed as criteria.
Besides, the protection and regular maintenance of energy facilities

combining to sustainable development of ADM cultural community

(X) Maintain and protect solar panels, wind turbines and transmission network

3,34

9

S

S

(Y) Avoid impact on the normal operation of port companies and urban transportation system

S

(Z) Use natural conditions optimally to install wind turbines and solar PV panels, in order to maximize energy output

S

Criteria scale:

financial investment from outside market is the main criterion

6,8

municipal level (M)

Site level (S)

Sources:
1. Blaschke, T, etc. (2013); 2. Van der Horst, D., etc. (2011); 3. Wächter, P., etc. (2012); 4. Stöglehner, G., etc. (2012); 5. Schroth, O., etc. (2012) 6. Thün, G., etc. (2012); 7.
Bunschoten, R. (2012); 8. Jorgensen, P.J., etc. (2007); 9.Schöbel, S., etc. (2012); 10. Van den Dobbelsteen, A., etc. (2012); 11. Stremke, S., etc. (2012); 13. Grêt-Regamey, A.,
etc. (2012); 14. Burgess, P.J., etc. (2012); 15. Coleby, A.M., etc. (2012); 16. Lehrman, B., etc. (2012); 17. Pasqualetti, M.J. (2012); 18. Schmuck, P., etc. (2012); 19. Spaeth, P.,

is also considered as a criterion. After proposing all the criteria

etc. (2010); 21. Möller, B. (2006); 22. Nadaï, A., etc. (2010); 23. Selman, P. (2010); 24. Stremke, S. (2010); 27. Howard, D.C., etc. (2013); 28. MEA (2005); 29. De Groot, R.

items for the four different dimensions, the visualized model with

(2006); 30. Olwig, K.R. (2011); 31. Meyerhoff, J.; Ohl, C., etc. (2010); 32. WCED (1987); 33. Burgess, P.J., etc. (2012); 34. Mackay, D. (2008); 39. Barrett, T.L.; Farina, A.,

all the listed layers will be applied to show the analytic outcome
(Figure 9 ). The following contents is going to describe these four

etc. (2009); 42. Antrop, M. (2006); 44. Scheffer, M., etc. (2003); 45. Stremke S., etc. (2011)
01. Camiel van D. (2013); 02. Carla Jong, etc. (2012); 03. Carla Jong (2012); 04. City of Amsterdam, (2015); 05. Carla Jong, etc. Partie III; 06. EU commission (2011)

dimensions separately.
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Firstly, technical criteria is the core for sustainable energy

could combine with green recreational land use to serve for port

landscape. Indeed renewable energy related technologies

tourism. In addition, in order to develop ADM cultural community

and facilities are the origin for the title of energy landscape.

in the sustainable way, the new function as energy research hub is

Specifically from municipal level, Port of Amsterdam really has

designed to combine with the current community culture.

the huge potential to be the renewable energy source to support
city in the future. According to wind potential data for Amsterdam

For economic criteria, from municipal level, after rough calculation

(City of Amsterdam - physical planning department 2013), the

about how much financial benefit can be gotten from renewable

port area is the most beneficial location for creating large-scale

electricity generation, more market investments are expected to

municipal wind farm. Additionally due to the very flexible land

be put into the site. From site level, to choose affordable solar

use for port industry estate, the port area also has huge potential

PV and wind turbine techniques could be the way to stimulate

to develop solar PV farms and biomass fields combining to other

more investments from public. To avoid shadow influence of

Table 2

table for the first type of sustainable energy landscape criteria to be direct applied to the design

Dimensions
Technical dimension (TE)
Environmental dimension (EN)

Criteria for sustainable energy landscape
(F) Transform fossil fuel related port industry to serve for biomass chain 1,9,24
(H) Introduce renewable electricity charging spots 8
(K) Generate bioenergy based on semi-natural vegetation types

and introduce energy crop

rotations

1,15,18,23

(O) View indigenous companies, community and people as landscape belongers 2,8,13,15,18,27,29,30,44
Social-cultural dimension (SC)

(S) Develop sustainable energy research hub

6,8

combining to sustainable development of ADM

port functions. Based on the perspective for a real sustainable city

wind turbines on solar farms could minimize potential land use

cultural community

in the future, fossil fuel related industries will gradually transform

conflicts between these two technologies and improve the amount

(U) Choose affordable solar PV and wind turbine techniques

into other business types. Thus, the biomass related industry

for energy output. In addition, the detailed protection design for

chain also has the potential to be introduced in port area. After

energy facilities and the later regular maintenance are of necessity

investments

introducing different renewable energy technologies to generate

to reduce vulnerability of the renewable energy system. Besides,

large amount of electricity, the corresponding energy transmission

the whole port area is out of the protection of Dutch Dike Ring

line is required. Besides, as the urban energy source, the study

network (Plaster and van der Veeken 2014, as shown in Figure

area can also directly function as a charging point to support the

10 ), so to make use of collective flooding prevention combining to

operation of on-site industries and also electric cars.

the design of energy landscape could also reduce vulnerability of
energy facilities from urban flooding issues. Additionally, as real

1,18

Economic dimension (EC)

29,31,34

as the way to stimulate public

(X) Maintain and protect solar panels, wind turbines and transmission network 9
(Z) Use natural conditions optimally to install wind turbines and solar PV panels, in order to
maximize energy output

Table 3

table for the second type of sustainable energy landscape criteria to be summarized as design principles
Dimensions

Criteria for sustainable energy landscape

When it comes to environmental criteria, as the site is next to

sustainable energy landscape, the on-site renewable energy system

Amsterdam dike ring, so how to combine dike landscape with

is just one of many layers, thus it should not disturb the operation

energy landscape is regarded as the large-scale criterion. Zooming

of on-site companies and urban transportation system. Besides,

(C) Introduce free-standing solar farm in port area as multifunctional land use

in to the on-site criteria, currently as a pure industry estate, natural

natural conditions should be used optimally to maximize energy

(D) Introduce roof solar farm in port area as multifunctional land use 3,14 04

environment is largely neglected. Therefore, as the real sustainable

output.

(E) Cultivate bioenergy crops in port area as multifunctional land use 1,9,17,27,33 04

Technical dimension (TE)

landscape, an overlaying vegetation network with abundant local
species is necessary to be introduced for the benefit of biodiversity

Generally, these criteria are gotten from literature review, which

and greenhouse gas reduction. As the multifunctional landscape,

can be divided into two types: the first type can be directly applied

the choices for vegetation can take bioenergy plants into account,

to the design, while the second type should be summarized as

and the smart rotation management for energy crops is also helpful

design principles and merged as design models and then applied to

to avoid environment degradation.

the design.

(B) Further develop urban wind park in port area as multifunctional land use 22,27 02,03

(G) Introduce supporting electricity transmission line in port area as multifunctional land use
Environmental dimension
(EN)

(J) Introduce the complete vegetation network in port area as multifunctional land use, in order to
halt the loss of biodiversity (EU target)

1,15,23 06

and reduce greenhouse gas and particle emission

8,15,23,33

Social-cultural dimension (SC)

(M) Embody port cultural identity 1,15,22,23,27,42
(N) Introduce renewable energy tourism

8,9,23,28,30

as a way to promote urban sustainable energy

As for social-cultural criteria, the concrete policies to promote

cultural transition

sustainable energy transition is viewed as the municipal-level

(P) Embody solar PV energy landscape 2,15,16,22,23,28,39 through multifunctional landscape expression of

social criterion. While specifically for on-site criteria, there are

land art

two types of criteria: the conceptual ones and the practical ones.

(Q) Embody wind turbine energy landscape 2,11,15,16,21,22,23,28,39 by creating the sublime multifunctional

To create the landscape with both port culture and energy culture

port wind farm

identities are considered as the conceptual criteria. Besides,

(R) Introduce green recreational port area as multifunctional land use

indigenous companies, community and people are regarded

Economic dimension (EC)

as landscape belongers. As for the practical criteria, how to

(V) Make use of collective flooding prevention

23 01

as a flexible way to reduce vulnerability of

embody different renewable energy landscape combining to

energy facilities

other land use and how to develop ADM cultural community

(W) Minimize potential land use conflicts between different renewable energy technologies 3,34

under sustainable energy context are considered. Specifically,

(Y) Avoid impact on the normal operation of port companies and urban transportation system

solar PV energy landscape could be embodied by solar land art,
wind energy landscape could be embodied through creating the
sublime multifunctional port wind farm, and biomass landscape

20

Fig. 10 the relation of study area to Amsterdam dike ring
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2.3 Energy-conscious multifunctional design approach
2.3.1 Municipal-level design strategies
Land use is the key activity to determine the landscape

high density. However, this solution also has the disadvantages

performance with respect to socio-economic functions such as

such as narrowing the potential flooding area and increasing the

land based production, infrastructure and housing. The degree

flood discharge pressure for the channel. Besides, this solution

of integration between these socio-economic functions and

also requires much financial support. By comparison, the second

environmental functions including natural resources protection

solution is to targeted elevate the energy related area such as for

depends on the patterns and intensities of land use (Wiggering et al

wind turbines and electricity transmission line, while leave other

2006). The concept of multifunctional land use (MLU) is the way

space free from flooding (shown in (3) Figure 11). Additionally

to merge economic, social and environmental aspects. It can be

for solar energy generation, roof solar farms and free-standing

generally defined as the combination of different social-economic

solar farms with elevated frames would be applied. This solution

functions in the same area, as a form of mixed and compact land

as ‘collective flooding prevention’ will also be specified in site

use to create synergies between land use functions (Priemus et

level as the criterion for economic dimension of SEL. There

al 2000; Vreeker et al 2004; Mander et al 2007). Specifically

are two main advantages for this solution comparing to the first

for port area, in many cities the Port Authority is independent

solution. Firstly, it would leave more space for flooding discharge

to some extent, so they rule their own police, rail network and

and release pressure for channel. Besides, it would cost much less

infrastructure of transport (Remesar & Costa 2004). Along with

financial support than the former solution. But the disadvantage

urban energy transition, urban sustainable energy system will

is that this solution is that the value for land is not as high as

become a very important part for any modern cities in the future.

the former one, due to the large port area is still vulnerable for

Therefore, the layer of urban renewable energy should be overlaid

flooding issue and some valuable land use functions can not

with other urban and use as one of the most important urban

be introduced. After considering all the pros and cons for these

functions.

two solutions to deal with the trade off between establishing
‘sustainable energy port’ and out of protection from Dutch dike

After studying the interrelations among different criteria for

ring, the specific design strategies will be discussed in Chapter 3

sustainable energy landscape, it comes up with the energy-

in ‘High urban density & High SET’ scenario.

Fig. 11 （3） solution to pointedly protect the important area with energy generation facilities

conscious multifunctional landscape design approach for the study
area. Specifically for my thesis, through different design methods,
synergetic criteria will be combined while trade-off ones will be
balanced and solved. For municipal level, the general strategies
are proposed. For site level, in order to serve for the later specific
landscape design for the study area, different models are made to
concrete the former research outcomes. Thus, the design approach
plays the role as the bridge from research to design, through
landscape language of visualized models.
Firstly for municipal-level energy-conscious strategies, with
related policies support and market investments, to develop Port
of Amsterdam as ‘sustainable energy port’ is achievable. However,
since port area is projected to become the very important urban
energy source, to prevent the energy related area from flooding
issue is of necessity. Thus, in order to deal with the trade-off
relation between establishing a ‘sustainable energy port’ and out
of Amsterdam dike ring protection from potential floods as the
current situation (shown in (1) Figure 11), there are two possible
solutions to reduce the vulnerability of port energy area. The first
one is to expand the dike to include the whole port area (shown in

Fig. 11 （1） existing situation-the whole port area is out of protection from Dutch dike ring

Fig. 11 （2） solution to extend the dike including the whole port area

(2) Figure 11). The advantages for this one is that the protection
will cover the whole area, so in the future more valuable land use
could be introduced, which is meaningful especially in a city with
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2.4 evaluation of SEL design principles
based on criteria

2.3.2 Site-level design principles

Firstly from municipal level, based on the summarized criteria

- solar farm combining to other port land use

- biomass

as roof solar farms, other solar farms, wind turbines, biomass

For the other types of combination between solar farms and port

When it comes to the design approach for biomass with other port

as urban ‘sustainable energy port’’ from technical dimension,

and electricity transmission line separately (shown in Table 4 ).

land use (as shown in Figure 13), different design principles are

land use types (as shown in Figure 14), there are totally six design

‘connect to Amsterdam dike ring from the outside’ from

After combining and merging different interrelations, the related

also defined. There are totally six design principles: 1) touring

principles for biomass fields: 1) vegetation area with energy

environmental dimension, ‘policy interventions’ from social-

design principles are made with the specific visualized models, of

path through ground-level free-standing solar farm 2) touring

plants 2) semi-natural resistant energy plants 3) port waterfront

cultural dimension, and ‘promote market investments as the

which some approaches relating to biomass can easily combine

path under solar roof canopy 3) solar PV types with high financial

recreational vegetation area 4) touring path through biomass

result of huge economic potential’ from economic dimension.

with other types. Besides, in order to choose affordable solar PV

potential 4) protection landscape measures for solar PV 5) turning

vegetation area 5) staying space inside biomass vegetation

The judgment of interrelations for these four criteria is mainly

and wind turbine technologies to practice the synergies between

solar panels based on solar altitude 6) partially elevate ground-

area 6) combination to solar farm and wind turbines. Besides

based on my own perspective as a landscape architect and also

different renewable energy technologies and choosing affordable

level solar farm. These design principles are applied in five

the combination to solar farm and wind turbines, there are two

the related articles. Basically, these criteria could be synergetic to

solar PV and wind turbine technologies, the information for

different design models. The first model is the free-standing solar

design models specifically for biomass fields. The first one is the

each other except the interrelation between technical dimension

current technology types will be collected and compared.

farm with elevated land. This model also combines ground-level

simple combination of biomass vegetation area and ground-level

and environmental dimension (seen Figure 8). To develop

touring path. The surrounding green area is also planted with

or overhead touring paths. The second model is for industrial

Port of Amsterdam as ‘sustainable energy port’ undoubtedly

energy vegetation. The second model is the flowing solar farms

buildings with green facades. This one is the biomass vegetation

requires the related urban policies support, while in turn more

with water paths passing through. The third model is the inclined

roof with touring path. As the roof biomass field, urban roads can

sustainable policies could be formulated and improved as the

For the roof solar farm combining to industrial buildings there

solar canopy, which could free the beneath space. So biomass

also be combined with the industrial buildings.

success of establishing ‘sustainable energy port’. Additionally,

are seven design principles (as shown in Figure 12), which are 1)

vegetation area with ground-level or overhead touring paths is

green facades for industrial building 2) port waterfront recreational

also introduced. The fourth model is also the inclined solar canopy

area 3) Touring paths on, through and between solar roofs 4) large

with urban road beneath. Besides, biomass vegetation area is also

inclined solar roof land art 5) solar PV types with high financial

combined with urban road sides. The fifth model is the inclined

Generally for electricity transmission line (as shown in Figure 15),

the spatial connection between study area and Dutch dike ring

potential 6) protection landscape measures foe solar PV 7)

solar canopy with railway under it, and biomass could also be

there are two design principles are defined, which are the elevated

from the outside is inevitable. The original principle to locate the

turning solar panels based on solar altitude. After defining design

combined.

land for underground electric cable and the combination of

dike network is to protect the important urban area from flooding

touring paths. Based on these two design principles, the model for

issue. Considering the cost for constructing dikes and the level

transmission line is made. In this model, the elevated touring path

of importance, the whole Port of Amsterdam is out of protection

combines to urban road, while the electricity transmission cable is

from dikes, because the port industry land use is of low building

embedded under touring path above ground.

density and the level of importance is relatively lower than central

Then for site-level energy-conscious multifunctional design

in Table 1, there are totally four criteria respectively summarized

approaches, I classify the interrelations into five different types

- roof solar farm combining to industrial buildings

from different dimension, which are ‘develop Port of Amsterdam

the policies can also stimulate more market investments and the

- transmission line

interrelation between technical and environmental dimensions,

principles, four different models are made. The first one is the
industrial buildings with green facades and inclined solar roofs,

market reactions can improve the policies. When it comes to the

- wind turbines combining to port land use

while the overhead touring paths passing through. The second
one is the industrial buildings with green facades and inclined

For the combination of wind turbines and other port land use

solar roofs, which combine to waterfront open public space. In

types (as shown in Figure 13), there are totally seven design

city area. However, after establishing the port area to become

this model, touring paths also pass through the solar roofs with

principles,which are: 1) sublime wind farm 2) vegetation area

urban ‘sustainable energy port’ to generate electricity for over

lookout platform. The third model focuses on the gaps between the

surrounding wind turbines 3) touring paths through wind turbines

industrial buildings with green facades and inclined solar roofs.

4) port waterfront recreational area 5) optimal wind turbine type

Recreational green area with ground-level or overhead touring

and installation 6) elevate ground for wind turbines 7) away from

path is introduced in this model. The fourth model focuses on

solar farms to avoid shadow effects. After applying these design

the combination of urban roads, biomass vegetation area and the

principles to models, there are basically six different models.

industrial buildings with green facades and inclined solar roofs.

The first model is the installation of wind turbines in biomass
storage area. Biomass generation area with overhead touring path
is also combined in this model. The second model is to place
wind turbines combining to port material storage piles and urban
road. The third model is to set wind turbines in forest or biomass
vegetation area with ground-level or overhead touring paths. While
the fourth model change the normal wind turbines to the creative
ones like huge land sculptures. The fifth model is to combine wind
turbines with waterfront open public area. The last model is to
place wind turbines in business park. The roofs for the buildings
combine with solar PV.
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Table 4

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

sustainable energy landscape design principles based on criteria

Design principles
Green facades for industrial building
Port waterfront recreational area
Large inclined solar roof land art
Touring paths on, through & between solar canopies
Touring path through ground free-standing solar farm
Elevated land for ground free-standing solar PV
Sublime wind farm
Vegetation area surrounding wind turbines
Touring path through wind farm
Optimal wind turbine type and installation
Elevated land for wind turbines
Wind turbines away from solar farms to avoid shadow effects
Touring path through biomass vegetation area
Staying space inside biomass vegetation area
Biomass area Combining to solar farm and wind turbines
Energy transmission line combining to touring path
Elevated land for underground electric cable

Related energy sources
solar, biomass
solar, wind, biomass
solar
solar
solar
solar
wind
wind, biomass
wind
wind
wind
solar, wind
biomass
biomass
solar, wind, biomass
solar, wind
solar, wind

half of the urban living area, the level of importance is quite high.
The potential flooding issue makes the on-site wind turbines and
solar PV panels vulnerable, which also increase the instability of
electricity supply for the city as a serious urban issue. Thus, the
interrelation between establishing ‘sustainable energy port’ and
combining to Amsterdam dike ring from the outside is trade off.
In my conceptual design of urban energy landscape for port area,
generally I intend to deal with this problem by lifting solar panels
as roof solar farms and partially elevating the ground for wind
turbines to prevent these facilities from flooding.

Fig. 12 （1） municipal level SEL criteria interrelations
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Generally, the summery for scoring all the design principles for

PV panels, the optimal angle to face sunlight should be calculated

estates, other areas are all exposed with potential flooding issue.

To summarize the scores for SEL design principles based on

the port study area is shown in Table 5. For example, for the

and applied in order to maximize solar energy output. However,

However, biomass vegetation is programmed to be planted in

SEL criteria items, 1) Green facades for industrial building 2)

interrelations between technical dimension and environmental

for trade-off interrelation, the land use conflicts between wind

these vulnerable area, which increase the risk for the reduction of

Port waterfront recreational area 3) 7) Large solar and wind

dimension, the potential spatial conflict between free-standing

turbines, solar panels and biomass vegetation cause the problem

biomass production. Therefore, in the later design, I will choose

energy land art and 15) Biomass area Combining to solar farm

solar farm and vegetation planting causes the trade-off. Therefore

about where and how to design the locations for different energy

the vegetation types with high resistant characteristic. While for

and wind turbines have higher potential to meet more SEL

in the coming design practice, I intend to balance the trade-off

technologies. For example, shadow of wind turbines will influence

free-standing solar farms, since the locations are also in vulnerable

criteria. By comparison, 4) 5) 9) 13) 14) 16) touring path and

between these two criteria. Besides, For the interrelations between

the efficiency for solar panels, so wind turbines can only combine

area, the later design will consider to use landscape design methods

staying spaces through different energy landscapes 6) 11) 17)

technical dimension and economic dimension, the synergetic

with solar farm from the north site. Besides, free-standing solar

to deal with this trade-off, such as elevating the whole solar farm

partially elevated land for renewable energy facilities to reduce

interrelation exists between choosing affordable solar PV and

farm will occupy the space for biomass vegetation, so how to use

with steel frame. Another trade-off is specifically for free-standing

vulnerability 8) biomass vegetation area surrounding wind

wind turbines as well as the effective protection and maintenance

landscape methods to reduce the spatial conflicts between these

solar farms, which are the impacts on the normal operation of

turbines and 10) Optimal wind turbine type and installation are

of the energy farm which can improve the utility value for the

two energy sources will also be considered in the later design

port companies and urban transportation system. For example,

getting lower scores to meet SEL criteria, due to more trade-off

renewable energy technologies. During the later design phase, the

phase. Another trade-off interrelation is specifically for biomass

the free-standing solar farm in front of port company buildings

interrelations. However, 12) Wind turbines away from solar farms

optimal choice for technologies will be considered and the detailed

vegetation and free-standing solar farms. As the whole port areais

would occupy the outdoor storage space and also potentially block

to avoid shadow effects is evaluated as almost no contribution

landscape design methods for protecting these technologies from

out of the protection of Amsterdam dike ring, the collective

the entrances. Besides, urban roads and railways would also have

for creating the real sustainable energy landscape. Thus, based on

man-caused damages will be applied. In addition, to use natural

flooding prevention system is applied in the site. Generally, the

the spatial conflict with ground-level free-standing solar farms.

the evaluation outcomes, for the later design practice, this design

conditions optimally can maximize energy output. For example

collective flooding prevention is to targeted protect the important

Therefore, in the later design, I will also think about these trade-

principle will not be implemented and wind turbines will combine

for wind farm, the placing direction and distance between two

land use while with lower protection level for less important area

off problems and try to balance through landscape design methods.

to solar farms.

turbines determine how much off-shore wind could be captured

(Drimmelen et al 2013). Specifically for Port of Amsterdam,

and then how much wind energy could be generated. And for solar

besides several very important urban infrastructure companies

Table 5
Criteria

Design principles
1
Green facades for industrial building
2
Port waterfront recreational area
principles
3Design
Large
inclined solar roof land art
4
Touring paths on, through & between solar
canopies
5
Touring path through ground free-standing
solar farm
6
Elevated land for ground free-standing solar
PV
7
Sublime wind farm
8
Vegetation area surrounding wind turbines
9
Touring path through wind farm
10 Optimal wind turbine type and installation
11 Elevated land for wind turbines
12 Wind turbines away from solar farms to
avoid shadow effects
13 Touring path through biomass vegetation
area
14 Staying space inside biomass vegetation area
15 Biomass area Combining to solar farm and
wind turbines
16 Energy transmission line combining to
touring path
17 Elevated land for underground electric cable
Overall score
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Technical dimension (TE)
Further develop
renewable energy
sources (solar PV,
wind turbines &
biomass) in port
area as
multifunctional
land use
o
++
o

Introduce
supporting
electricity
transmission line in
port
area
as
multifunctional
land use

evaluation of sustainable energy landscape design principles based on criteria

Environmental
dimension (EN)
Introduce
the
complete
vegetation network
for biodiversity and
reduce greenhouse
gas emission

Table 5 evaluation of sustainable energy landscape design principles based on criteria

Social-cultural dimension (SC)

Economic dimension (EC)

Embody
port
cultural identity

Introduce
renewable energy
tourism as a way to
promote
urban
sustainable energy
cultural transition

Embody renewable
energy landscape
through
multifunctional
landscape
expression of land
art

Introduce
green
recreational
port
area
as
multifunctional
land use

Make
use
of
collective flooding
prevention as a
flexible way to
reduce
vulnerability
of
energy facilities

Minimize potential
land use conflicts
between different
renewable energy
technologies

Avoid impact on
the
normal
operation of port
companies
and
urban
transportation
system

Overall
score

o
o
o
o

++
+
o

+
++
+
+

+
o
++
++

+
o
++
++

++
++
o
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+
++
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2.5 Reference cases for port area SEL
Currently, there are already a number of established renewable
energy practices combining to harbour industry estates. The
following content will introduce some of the precedent projects, as
the inspirations for my research and design.

- Port of Rotterdam
Port of Rotterdam has the great ambition to establish Energy
Industry to play a key role in a reliable, affordable and sustainable
energy supply for Northwest Europe (Port of Rotterdam 2016).
In fact, the Port Authority has already fulfill a part of the target to
be the largest biobased cluster in Europe. Besides, just like Port
of Amsterdam, Port of Rotterdam also has the willing to invest
in wind and solar energy. Specifically for wind energy, the area
has already established a cluster of wind turbines and also plan to
devote more to the development of the harbour wind farm (shown
in Figure 13 , source: Port of Rotterdam 2016).

2 THEORY & KNOWLEDGE
As for solar energy, the largest solar park in Rotterdam has already

are three project targets: develop the port area to be ‘flagship

goal to prepare a list of all roof areas in the port area suitable to

been constructed on the roof of the freezer warehouse of FrigoCare

port’ for renewable energies, reduce energy consumption and

accommodate solar power plants. As for biomass, green waste

in the Waalhaven (seen Figure 14 , source: Port of Rotterdam

emissions by increasing energy efficiency and providing intelligent

is also produced in and around the port area (seen Figure 18 ).

2016), with total 3100 solar panels installed to generate 750,000

infrastructures, and promote innovative and eco-friendly mobility

The port serves as a hub for delivering biomass, such as biofuels

kWh of electricity annually. In addition, a total of 1800 solar

to reduce emissions effectively.

produced by ADM oil mills and biogas produced by the Hamburg

panels has also been installed on the roof of the Kloosterboer Delta

Wasser wastewater treatment plant.

Terminal at Maasvlakte in 2014, with an expected annual yield of

Specifically, there are three main renewable energy resources

430,000 kWh of electricity (seen Figure 15 , source: Kloosterboer

applied for the port area, which are wind energy, solar energy and

[online] 2014).

biomass. Firstly for wind energy, the aim for the area in 2013 was

- Renewable energies in Hamburg

- Other examples

to install up to seven additional wind power plants in the Port over

Besides the above two examples, there are also a number of

the years to 2015. Currently, a group of large wind turbines has

renewable energy projects in different countries. For example, the

already been put into operation (seen Figure 16 ). The three large

large solar farm on the vacant industrial estate at the associated

The harbour of Hamburg is the second biggest in Europe. In this

wind turbines with an overall height of 199 meters could produce

British Ports, Barry docks (seen Figure 19 ) and the solar farm

city by the Elbe river, the advantages of ‘green technologies’ and

a total power output of million kilowatt hours per year, which

on the multiple site locations within the Port of Los Angeles

their potentials for both inhabitants and businesses have already

could supply the electricity for about 10,000 households (TRIMET

(seen Figure 20 ). However, it seems like the practiced projects

been explored for a long time. Based on the information from

Company 2017). Besides, more and more companies in the Port

tend to regard renewable energy technologies themselves as the

the authority of Hamburg Port (2013), in order to bring together

are installing their own wind turbines to generate their own energy.

sustainable ones, whereas consider less about the other criteria

suppliers and users of energy technologies, the State Ministry of

(such as environmental criteria, social-cultural criteria and

Economic Affairs, Transport and Innovation, the State Ministry

In addition, many industrial and commercial halls in the Port area

economic criteria) for the real sustainable energy landscape. Thus,

of Urban Development and Environment, and the Hamburg Port

have large roofs, which could be the ideal locations to install solar

it is of necessity to take these dimensions into account in order to

Authority (HPA) initiated the joint project Energy Cooperation

panels (seen Figure 17 ). Early in 2014, the area has already set a

establish a real sustainable energy landscape.

Fig. 14 Solar farm on roof of freezer warehouse of FrigoCare (source: Port of Rotterdam 2016)

Fig. 15 Solar farm on roof of Kloosterboer Delta Terminal (source: Kloosterboer 2014)

Fig. 17 solar panels on the roofs of industrial halls

Fig. 18 on-site biomass crops (source: Renewable Energy Hamburg Cluster Agency 2013)

Fig. 19 solar farm on the vacant industrial estate at Barry docks
(source: Aerial Photography Wales 2015)

Fig. 20 solar farm on the multiple site locations with the Port of Los Angeles
(source: the Port of Los Angeles 2015)

of the Port of Hamburg (“smart PORT Energy”). Basically, there

Fig. 13 existing and Planned wind turbines for Port of Rotterdam (source: Port of Rotterdam 2016)

Fig. 16 high wind turbines in the Port of Hamburg (source: authority of Hamburg Port 2013)
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3.1 Existing situation
AEB and sewage treatment company Waternet with 42 hectares
The created design principles for urban sustainable energy

land area, constituting 13% of the whole industry area.

landscape is tested in the study port area. In order to understand
the real renewable energy situation and potential for the area, the

Therefore for the current situation, the fossil-fuel related industries

current industrial structure, the renewable energy situation and the

still occupy one-fifth of the total industries (Figure 22). With

existing plans from the city and Port of Amsterdam are analyzed.

the process of urban energy transition, this part will gradually
transform to sustainable industries. Besides, the overall proportion

In order to understand the spatial potential to develop sustainable

for port cargo storage and logistics, and manufacturing companies

energy landscape for the existing situation of the study area, firstly

is 56%. For the development of this part of industries within the

I analyzed the existing industrial structure with the consideration

context of urban energy transition, the function of renewable

of sustainable energy transition (Figure 21). As shown in the table

energy generation will be combined. In addition, the existing

6 about the main industrial companies in the study area, the total

sustainable industries relating to waste recycling and treatment,

land area for directly fossil-fuel related companies is 74 hectares,

with the constitution of 22%, will be kept and developed for the

which accounts for around 22% of the total existing industry land

future development, of which AEB will be estimated to transform

area. For the cargo logistic and car terminal, the total land area is

from waste incineration company to waste recycling company.

89 hectares, which accounts for about 27% of the total existing

The more specific analysis will be made in the part of site analysis

industry land area. In addition, the waste incineration company

about future development.

Table 6

the existing on-site industry structure

Rough Site Area
(ha)

Proportion for the whole
industry

Industry Type

40

12%

Manufacturing companies

63

19%

fossil-fuel logistics companies

11

3%

Coal storage

56

17%

material storage companies

32

10%

waste recycling & management
companies

AEB Amsterdam

20

6%

Waste treatment company

Waternet-RWZI
Amsterdam-West

22

6%

Sewage treatment plant

33

10%

terminal storage companies

Koopman Car Terminal

56

17%

Car terminal

Total

333

Industrial Company Name
GRANUBAND
Asfaltcentrale BAM (ACB)
Voorbij Groep B. V.

Fig. 21 the existing industry structure

Hitachi Construction Machinery
BP
Forkliftcenter B. V.
Coal terminal storage
Graniet Import Benelux B. V.
Asfalt Productie Amsterdam
(APA) B. V.
EMR-European Metal Recycling
B. V.
ABC mortel B. V.
Mebin Amsterdam West
Struyk Verwo Infra B. V.
Hanson Aggregates Nederland
Wildo Beton Kanaalplaatvloeren
CB Verheul
Orgaworld
Recycling Maatschappij
Steenkorrel Amsterdam B. V.
PARO Amsterdam B. V.
Autorecycling Willy
Jos Autoparts
SUEZ Recycling Services
Groen Recycling

Vollers Holland B. V.
Nissan Carrier Europe B. V.
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Fig. 22 the existing fossil-fuel and material storage area
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As for the current on-site wind turbines, there are total 12 turbines with the capacity of 660KW and 8 turbines with the capacity of 3MW (Figure

23 , the wind turbines with the capacity of 660KW; Figure 24-1 and Figure 24-2 , the wind turbines with the capacity of 3MW). The basic
placing layout is to combine with road system and along the water bank. After the rough calculation, the total capacity for the existing wind
turbines is 32MW. The official placing plan is shown in Figure 25 .

In order to figure out the general energy output from the total

m and for the turbines with capacity of 3MW is 80 m. Therefore,

wind turbines, firstly the average wind speed for the port area

According to the data of the wild-area hourly average wind speed

of Amsterdam should be estimated. However, the wind speed

at 10 meters above the ground for 2016 (Weather Spark 2016), the

at different heights are different. According to IEC 61400-1

average wind vector at 50 meters (for V47-660 kW™ OptiSlip,

(International Electrotechnical Commission 2005), there are 7

Vestas 2000), 80 meters (for V90-3.0 MW, Vestas 2008) , and

Wind Turbine Generator (WTG) classes, which classify wind

105 meters (for V136-3.45 MW™ IEC IIIA, Vestas 2017) are

power basing on different annual average wind speed at hub-

estimated respectively and shown in Table 7 . The roughness length

height. Usually, sites with wind power class 4 (IIb Medium

is generally estimated to be 0.8m as roughness class 4 (Troen

wind - Lower Turbulence 16%, with 8.5m/s annual average

1989; Ragheb 2012). The basic calculation principle is the log law

wind speed at hub-height) or higher are considered potentially

with the calculating logarithmic formula:

profitable for large-size wind farms (Samorani 2013). However,
along with the technical development of wind turbines after 10
Fig. 23 the existing 660KM wind turbine

years, the improved types of wind turbines have the satisfying
energy generating capacity which are specifically designed for
sites with mild wind speed. For instance, the turbine type V1363.45 MW™ IEC IIIA from the wind energy company Vestas is
exactly suitable for the study area. So for the future on-site wind
turbine development, I will base on the datasheet of V136-3.45
MW™ IEC IIIA, with the tower height of 105m. While according
to the site observation and data information from Vestas, the tower
height for the turbines with capacity of 660KW is estimated as 50

Fig. 24-1 the existing 3WM wind turbines

V = velocity to be calculated at height z
Z = height above ground level for velocity v
Vref = known velocity at height zref
Zref = reference height where vref is known
Z0 = roughness length in the current wind direction

Fig. 24-2 the existing 3WM wind turbines

Table 7 estimated average hourly wind speed at 50m, 80m and 105m above ground (reference source for 10m: Weather Spark 2016)

Month
Average
wind speed (m/s)

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May

Jun.

Jul.

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Ave.

10m above ground

3.7

3.4

3.2

2.9

2.7

2.6

2.6

2.6

2.9

3.1

3.3

3.5

3.0

50m above ground

6.1

5.6

5.2

4.7

4.4

4.3

4.3

4.3

4.7

5.1

5.4

5.7

5.0

80m above ground

6.7

6.2

5.8

5.3

4.9

4.7

4.7

4.7

5.3

5.7

6.0

6.4

5.5

105m above ground

7.2

6.6

6.2

5.6

5.2

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.6

6.0

6.4

6.8

6.0

Fig. 25 the existing on-site wind turbines (source: Windvisie Westpoort 2012)
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3.2 Existing plans and energy potentials
In order to roughly calculate the annual wind energy output based

The city government and Port of Amsterdam have already made

on the online information from Renewables First (http://www.

the plans for the future sustainable development of port area,

renewablesfirst.co.uk), for 660kW wind turbines, the general

especially for the on-site wind turbines. According to the existing

annual energy output with 5.0m/s wind speed is 1 GWh/y. While

plan for wind turbines (seen figure 27, Port of Amsterdam 2015),

for 3MW wind turbine with the average wind speed of 5.5m/s, the

there will be total 38 wind turbines with 3MW capacity for each.

general yearly energy output is 3.8 GWh/y. Thus for the current

Because for the current situation, the 3MW turbines are with the

situation, the total annual energy output is 42.4 GWh/y (seen

tower height of 80 m. So I assume that the planned wind turbines

Figure 26 ).

are also the same type of 3MW ones with the general yearly
energy output of 3.8 GWh/y. Therefore, the total wind energy
output could reach 144.4 GWh/y (shown in Figure 28).

Fig. 27 the existing plan for on-site wind turbines

Fig. 26 the existing on-site wind turbines and energy output
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Fig. 28 the existing plan for on-site wind turbines
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Besides wind turbines, solar panels will also be introduced in the

the efficiency is 93%. So the performance ratio is 0.7. Therefore,

site. For the selection of solar PV types (seen Figure 29), according

the distance 3 is calculated as 1.5m. Thus, the estimated annual

to the information from related literature, I chose Polycrystalline

average radiation for tilted surface is around 1164 kwh/m2/y.

Solar Cell (Multi-Si) as the common-used and affordable one,

Based on the collected and calculated data, the energy output

while Cadmium Telluride Solar Cell (CdTe) as the sustainable and

per square meter is 178.4 kwh/m2/y (=1m2*21.9%*1164 kwh/

affordable one. The energy output calculation for Polycrystalline

m2/y*0.7). Therefore, after getting all the required data for

Solar Cell (Multi-Si) is as following. The best research-cell

the formula, the ultimate estimated energy output form on-site

efficiency for this type is 21.9% (seen Figure 30, NREL 2017).

Polycrystalline Solar Cell (Multi-Si) is 89.2 kwh/m2/y (= 178.4

Due to the lack of practical sample for the on-site solar cell and

kwh/m2/y*1/(1m*cos60o+1.5m)) for free-standing panels. While

the fast development for solar cells, the following calculation

for 5o tilted solar panels (angle 1’), because it is close to the

will assume the best research-cell efficiency as the ideal practical

0o surface, so I will use 3.01 kwh/m2/day (Tilt 0) for the rough

efficiency. Based on the solar irradiation map for Amsterdam

estimation. The estimated annual average radiation for tilted

(Figure 31, European commission 2006), the global irradiation

surface is around 722.4 (3.01*8*30) kwh/m2/y (without winter).

is around 1200kwh/m2/y, while the solar electricity generated by

Besides, according to the table from Hespul about annual energy

1kWp system with optimally-inclined modules and performance

with different tilt and orientation (seen Table 8), for the solar

ratio 0.75 is around 850 kWp/y. According to the calculation

panels with 5 degree tile, the efficiency is 92%. Therefore, the

format for annual solar energy output of a photovoltaics system:

performance ratio is 0.69 (=0.75*92%). thus, the energy output per

E = A * r * H * PR

square meter is 109.2 kwh/m2/y (=1m2*21.9%*722.4 kwh/m2/

E = Energy (kWh) A = Total solar panel Area (m2)
efficiency(%)

r = solar panel yield or

Fig. 29 the current solar PV types based on literature review

y*0.69).

H = Annual average solar radiation on tilted panels (shadings not

included) PR = Performance ratio, coefficient for losses (range between 0.5 and 0.9,
default value = 0.75)

The unit solar panel area is 1m2, and the performance ratio is
estimated with default value of 0.75. According to the online
calculation for parameters for tilted solar panels from NASA
calculator, the annual average radiations on an equator-pointed
tilted surface for the area are 3.36 (Tilt 37), 3.23 (Tilt 52), and
2.99 (tilt 67) respectively for different seasons. Then, in order to
avoid shadow influence for energy generating efficiency, there is
also the placing distance between two rows of solar panels (seen
Figure 32). A common approach is lay out the array to avoid interrow shading between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m. on the winter solstice—
the day when the sun is at its lowest angle and has the narrowest
range of azimuth angles. The shadows cast on this day are longer
than on any other day of the year. Specific for the study area, angle
2 rangefrom 0o to 14o during the winter. As a high-latitude city,
the solar output for winter is very limited. Therefore, I define the
productivemonths are between February and October with the
average angle 2 of 30o. Accordingly, the tilted angle 1 for on-site
free-standing solar panels is estimated as 60o. Besides, according
to the table from Hespul about annual energy with different tilt and
orientation (seen Table 8), for the solar panels with 60 degree tile,

The calculation procedure is also applied for Cadmium Telluride
Solar Cell (CdTe). According to the data from NREL (seen
Figure 30, 2017), the energy generation efficiency is 22.1%.
Thus the energy output per square meter is 180.1 kwh/m2/y
(=1m2*22.1%*1164 kwh/m2/y*0.7). With the placing gap of 1.5
m for the flat ground, the ultimate estimated energy output from
60o free-standing Cadmium Telluride Solar Cell (CdTe) is 90.0
kwh/m2/y. For the 5-degree tilted surface, the estimated energy
output is 110.2 kwh/m2/y (=1m2*22.1%*722.4 kwh/m2/y*0.69).

Fig. 30 solar cell efficiency

For the sake of testing the reliability of the rough calculation, I also
make use of direct online calculators (such as PVWatts Calculator
and SISIFO) for solar energy output. The computed energy output
are even more than the estimated outcome. Thus, in the following
content about solar PV output, I will use the estimated energy data
directly. While for the real energy generation potential, it will even
be more than the estimated output. After comparing the unit energy
output for Polycrystalline Solar Cell (Multi-Si) and Cadmium
Telluride Solar Cell (CdTe) from both energy generating efficiency
and the extent for sustainability, CdTe is selected as the main solar
PV type for the later calculation and design.

Fig. 32 placing distance between two rows of solar PV (for both free-standing and 5 o tilted surface)
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Fig. 31 global solar irradiation for Amsterdam
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When it comes back to the study area, for the current situation

After estimating the solar energy potential for industrial building

there is almost no solar panels. As for the existing plan for solar

roofs, for type two I also include the open industry estate as the

PV development for the study area, the specific placing program is

potential area to place solar panels. Besides, I also consider the

not clear. Thus in order to analyze the solar electricity generating

solar canopy for the large area of open car terminal. According to

potential for the existing industrial buildings and industrial estate,

the rough calculation, the total area for placing solar panels is 179

there are two-levels of solar PV introduction to the site. The first

hectares, and the potential solar energy output for CdTe is 161.1

level only place solar panels on the flat industrial roofs, and the

GWh/y (179ha*90.0kWh/m2).

3 SITE ANALYSIS FOR EXISTING SITUATION AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

second level also consider the flat industry estate and large area
of car terminal as the potential location for free-standing and

In order to summarize the site analysis for existing and potential

canopy solar farms. Specifically for level one to put solar panels

situation with an understandable way, I try to define the electricity

on the building roofs, I chose the relatively flat building roofs as

generating ratio of study area for the whole urban electricity

the potential space to install solar PV panels. While for the open

demand. Due to the available relatively complete database for

industrial estate, in addition to include the vacant area, in the rough

2015, the information for urban electricity demand in 2015 is

calculation I also include the existing car terminal estate with the

used to roughly estimate for the existing and potential situations.

potential solar canopy.

According to the data information from cbs (Centraal Bureau
voor de Statistiek), the total number for dwelling of Amsterdam

Firstly for level one, after site observation the relatively flat

municipality was 449000 while the average electricity consumption

building roofs are selected as the potential area to place solar

was 2230 kWh/dwelling. Thus, the roughly estimated total

panels. After balancing with shadow influence from wind turbines,

electricity consumption for dwelling was 1001.27 GWh. According

the potential solar energy output is calculated (shown in Figure

to the former analysis for the electricity generating situation and

30). Specifically, after mapping and rough calculation, there is total

potential of the study area, the total energy output for the existing

34ha of existing building roofs with high solar potential. The area

situation is 42.4 GWh/y. The total potential energy output for the

for the building roofs with relatively lower solar potential is 48ha.

first level to only place solar panels on the roofs is 218.2 GWh/y.

For the calculation of this part, due to the lack of data about the

The total potential energy output for the second level to also place

shadow related performance ratio, I assume the energy output from

solar panels on open industry estates is 305.5 GWh/y. As shown

these building roofs is the same as solar roofs with high energy

in the following table 9, the current on-site situation to generate

potential. Thus, after rough calculation for Cadmium Telluride

electricity is very limited, which can only support less than 5%

Solar Cell (CdTe), there will be 73.8 GWh/year (82ha*90.0kWh/

of the total electricity demand of the municipality. While for the

m2) of solar electricity output.

potential situation, the estimated maximum electricity generating

Fig. 33 solar energy potential for existing industry building roofs (type 1)

ratio for 2015 municipal electricity demand is around 30%. Thus
in the later urban sustainable energy design, I will try to get more
Table 8 annual energy with different tilt and orientation (source： Hespul）

Table 9

electricity from the on-site renewable energy sources.

estimated electricity generating ratio of on-site renewable energy generation for the 2015 municipal electricity demand
Total wind and solar electricity output of
the port study area
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ratio for 2015 municipal electricity demand

Existing situation

42.4 GWh/y

4.23%

Level-1 potential situation

218.2 GWh/y

21.79%

Level-2 potential situation

305.5 GWh/y

30.51%

Fig. 34 solar energy potential for both existing industry building roofs and open industry estates (type 2)
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3.3 Scenarios for future development
Generally I will build up scenarios as the storyline to link different
future development possibilities for the year 2040 (as shown in
Figure 17). For the scenarios there are two driving forces, which
are the extent for urban expansion and the extent for sustainable
energy transition. Urban sprawl for metropolitan cities is
inevitable. The situation is described as the process of urbanization
with the crisis that land use pattern is developing. New residential
extensions, commerce and industry are intermingled randomly.
The dynamic change from rural to urban land use is so fast that the
resultant need and complex uses coupled with shortage of land use
cause the speculation and increase in land values (Saxena 2008).
Urban sprawl is defined as the growth of a metropolitan area
through the process of scattered development of miscellaneous
types of land use in isolated locations on the fringe, followed by the
gradual filling-in of the intervening spaces with similar uses (Whyte
1958). There are many causes for this situation, such as lower
land price compared to developed urban areas and high rate of
urbanization and rapid development activities (Rahman et al 2008).
In order to tackle this urban issue, to plan and develop compact
city is mentioned by some literature (Dieleman & Wegener
2004; Rahman et al 2008). When it comes to the Netherlands, as
a highly urbanized country, it has been seriously challenged by
urban sprawl for a very long time (Gadet & van Zanan 2008).
The concept of multifunctional land use is directlyrelated to the
themes of compact city and urban sprawl as a way to debate on
urban form and its consequences (Dieleman & Wegener 2004).
Specifically for Amsterdam, the city plays a central role in Dutch
urban sprawl matters. Besides, population is growing very quickly
in this city (Gadet & van Zanan 2008). Thus, the extent of urban
expansion for Amsterdam city is regarded as an important driving
force for the different developing possibilities in the future. For the
other driving force of the extent for sustainable energy transition
(SET), the transition from fossil-fuel based city to renewable
energy based city is the general trend for urban energy structure.
When it specifically comes to Amsterdam, different scenarios
are made according to different degrees for energy transition.
The following content is going to describe these four scenarios
for the year 2040 respectively, with the titles of Low urban
density & Low SET, High urban density & Low SET, Low urban

Fig. 35 projected scenarios for Amsterdam in the year 2040 with two driving forces of urban density and SET extent

density & High SET, and High urban density & High SET. The
following contents in this chapter will explain these four scenarios
separately. Generally in each scenario, there are 12 items relating
to the extent of urban density and the level of urban sustainable
energy transition. The first four items are mainly related to urban
expansion, the others are related to sustainable energy transition.
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- Low urban density & Low SET

- Low urban density & High SET

- High urban density & High SET

land use, the exploitation of port waterfront space as urban
publicrecreational area will be low. As an industry dominated port

In this scenario, the relatively low extent of urban expansion

area, vegetation will be quite limited. Due to the high similarity

In general, this scenario is the unrealistic and idealistic one, as

This scenario is projected as the most possible future for

and low level of sustainable energy transition are projected.

between this scenario and current situation, the following analysis

the higher urban density for Amsterdam is inevitable. Within the

Amsterdam, based on the city sustainable targets (City of

Specifically for low extent of urban expansion, relatively slow

for the factors will mainly base on the existing situation.

projection of this scenario, the extent for multifunctional land use

Amsterdam 2010). Besides, this scenario is also used as the

is relatively low while the level for sustainable energy transition is

background for my design practice. Generally in this scenario,

high. Urban population is projected to be relatively stable, thus the

population will grow fast and more living and working area will be

growth for living and working areas is relatively slow. Because

introduced into the city. Correspondingly, more electricity demand

growth of population will result in slow expansion of urban living
and working area. Amsterdam is a relatively small but compact

- High urban density & Low SET

city (Transform 2013). According to the data for 2016 from
World Population Review (2016), Amsterdam has a population

Generally for this scenario, high urban density and low sustainable

of the low urban density, the level for multifunctional urban land

is faced by the city. Because of this, the city will be developed

of 813,562 in the city limits, 1,112,165 in the urban region

energy transition are projected. Firstly, the fast growth of

use is low. According to Trias Energetica, there are three levels

with high multifunctional land use, which also influence the land

and 1,575,263 in the greater metropolitan area. Because of the

population is foreseen. According to the projected data from World

for energy sustainability in urban design. The lowest level is to

use for port area. For example, the port area will not only play the

relatively stable urban population, the electricity demand will still

Population Review (2016), there will be over 100,000 population

use fossil fuels as efficiently and cleanly as possible, the higher

role as port industry and logistic area, but also as the energy source

maintain the same as the current situation. Besides, relatively low

increase in Amsterdam from 2017 to 2030 (seen Figure 36 ). And

level is to use sustainable sources of energy like renewable energy

of the city and also combine with port waterfront recreational

pressure from urban population will lead to low multifunctional

the municipality plans to build at least 40,000 dwellings in port

to fulfill demands, and the highest level is to reduce the demand

function. Specifically for energy generation, the port area will be

urban land use. As for the level of sustainable energy transition,

area by 2040 (news source: Het Parool 2017). Therefore, the

for energy through the rational use of energy. So saving energy is

projected to handle around 40% of total electricity demand of the

the city will be in the process to transform into an energy-

multifunctional urban land use is foreseen. The city will slowly

the most sustainable way (Korbee et al 1979, seen Figure 37 ). For

city, based on the analysis for the energy generating potential for

saving society. According to the existing study about electricity

transform to an energy-saving society. Based on the official plan

this scenario with high extent for sustainable energy transition, the

the existing situation. In addition, with high sustainable energy

generation in Amsterdam between 2010 and 2012 from waste,

for Amsterdam (Municipal Council of Amsterdam 2015), the

society will get to the highest level as an energy-saving society.

transition level, the on-site fossil fuel related industries will be

wind turbines and solar PV, the total amount did not increase

city’s ambition is to use 20% less energy and generate 20% more

Thus fossil fuel will be totally disused and renewable energy will

transformed to be sustainable ones. While as the multifunctional

a lot while the energy consumption slightly decreased for both

renewable energy per capita in 2020, compared to 2013 - the so-

support the city. Besides, the unsustainable energy generation way

urban land use, urban port waterfront recreational area combined

households and business. Following the Trias Energetica approach

called 20:20:20 plan. The less fossil fuel dependent and more

to use the waste will be replaced by the sustainable ones such as

to the existing port cultural community ADM is also foreseen for

to save energy, use fossil fuel more efficiently and generate

renewable energy supported will be expected to contribute to

wind and solar energy sources. When it specifically comes to the

the future development. And in order to improve biodiversity,

sustainable energy, the city tend to focus more on mitigation than

40% and 75% less CO2 emission by 2025 and 2040 respectively,

port area, it will generate 50% of electricity demand of the city.

more vegetation will be planted as the way of environmental

adaptation. From 2012, after city started monitoring, the emission

compared to 1990. The increase generation of renewable energy

Besides, the existing fossil-fuel related industries will be totally

restoration.

started decreasing slightly (Transform 2013). During the past few

still largely relies on the incineration of household waste from

transformed to be sustainable ones. Considering improving the

years, Amsterdam has grown to be one of the world’s leading ports

waste-to-energy company AEB and an expansion of the district

area to be real sustainable, urban waterfront recreational function

Because this scenario is assumed as the backbone for the following

of coal (Transform 2013). Therefore, fossil fuel will still play the

heating grid, and the government looks highly on the sustainability

will also be introduced into the port area. In addition, in order

urban energy design practice, the included items in this scenario

dominant role to supply electricity and the level of renewable

of waste energy. Additionally, 160MW extra solar power (around

to improve biodiversity for the area, more vegetation will be

are all considered in the design. For example, because of more

energy supply will still be low. The incineration of waste will still

100ha solar farm) will be expected by 2020 and 1000MW by

introduced to the area for environmental restoration of industrial

living and working area, the study port area will directly face the

be regarded as the majority of urban renewable energy generation

2040. As for wind energy, there will be expected to be 18MW

estate.

transformed working area. Besides, as the high multifunctional

whereas the development for wind turbines and solar PV will be

extra output by 2020. However, the waste incineration, in the strict

land use, the study port area will function as both sustainable port

relatively slow. From the official document for 2013 (Municipal

sense, is not the real renewable energy source, and the investment

industry, urban energy source and waterfront recreational space,

Council of Amsterdam 2015), the incineration of waste to generate

for solar power and wind energy is still very limited comparing

which will also be reflected through the design. Specifically for

electricity from waste-to-energy company AEB accounted for over

the total municipal electricity demand. Thus, this scenario which

sustainable port industry transformation, the existing fossil-fuel

70% of the total renewable energy supply for the city. Besides,

depends on waste incineration and energy saving is projected as

related industries will be transformed into sustainable ones. For

after gathering biogas and sewage sludge from Waternet (water

the city with relatively low extent of sustainable energy transition.

example, AEB waste-to-energy plant will transform to focus on

cycle company) to waste water treatment plant ‘Amsterdam

material recovery, the fossil fuel storage spots will transform to

West’, and then incinerate in AEB, 20,000 MWh electricity is

store biomass and other raw materials, and the factories supported

generated per year. The generated energy will be used to support

by the fossil fuel energy will transform to be supported by

the operation of Waternet and ‘Amsterdam West’, in order to avoid

renewable energy. As for transforming into urban energy source,

the use of fossil fuel (van der Hoek et al 2017). For wind energy

the study port area is designed as the combination of wind and

between 2010 and 2015, the maximum potential for the port area

solar farms to generated over 40% of the total electricity demand

has been explored as 68% of the total wind energy potential for

of the municipal area. Besides, according to the projection of the

the city (Leguijt, et al 2010), which only accounted for 17% of

scenario, in the design I will improve ADM cultural community to

the total renewable energy supply for the city. As for solar PV

combine with port waterfront public recreational space.

energy there were only around 6 hectares of solar installed with
total 9MW electricity generated, which only constituted 1% of

Fig. 37 Trias Energetica diagram

the totalrenewable energy generation. In addition, the dominant
business will still be port industry supported by fossil fuel and
waste incineration. And because of the low level of multifunctional
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Fig. 36 projected population data and growth rate for Amsterdam
(source: World Population Review 2016)
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4.1 Design background and municipal position
Historically, the so-called ‘Functional City’ highlighted that

to have more close spatial connection to the citizens’ living and

Along with the urban living and working space expansion, the port area will transform to multifunctional land use such as urban renewable

the four main land use types of the city (housing, employment,

working areas. Within the process of urban energy transition from

energy source, urban waterfront recreational area, and sustainable port industrial area.

recreation and transport) should be clearly separated (Louw &

social and cultural aspects, the energy landscape of study area is

Bruinsma 2006), mainly due to cultural and economic forces (Grant

expected to catalyze the emotional transition of sustainable energy.

Within the perspective of landscape architect, the port area, especially the study area, will combine to urban park system (Figure 4) and

2002). However, during the past decade, the concepts to mix

Thus in my thesis, how can the study area open up spatially to the

become more opened and energetic to welcome public into the site. Waterfront culture is the very important identity for the Port City, which

different urban land uses were introduced and practiced gradually.

city is the trigger for the landscape design.

the study area has the huge potential to embody due to the large area of waterfront space. In addition, urban energy transition to sustainable

For example, the three levels of mixing urban land uses were

energy technologies is inevitable. However, the increasing population density will leave no choice for renewable energy farms to be installed

put forward by Grant (2002), with the first level to increase the

inside but at the edge of the city. Thus, the port area as the edge of the city with low working and living density, will also function as the

intensity of land use through mixed forms and tenures of housing,

urban energy port to supply urban energy use. The sustainable energy culture will meet waterfront culture for the study area as a new urban

the second level is to increase the diversity of uses through a

port culture. Therefore, how to embody this new port culture is the key mission for the landscape design of the study area.

compatible mix, and the third level to integrate segregated uses
considering environmental impacts, noise or traffic. As for Port
of Amsterdam, generally basing on the urban vision for 2040
(Gomeente 2011), the Port area will still function as urban working
zone (seen Figure 38 ). However, along with the urban living
area expansion (seen Figure 39 ), the vacant industrial estates
have the high potential to transform into multifunctional areas.
According to the Amsterdam government ambition for land use
transformation of port area (seen Figure 40 ), there will be added
20000 homes and 44000 jobs in 2040 (Gomeente 2013). Without
the active transformation of port companies in the Coen and
Vlothaven area, around 9000 homes can still be realized (Gomeente
2013). Therefore, Port of Amsterdam will have the huge potential

Fig. 38 Port area as working area according to the urban planning for Amsterdam in 2040
Fig. 40 current situation for Haven-stad project

Fig. 39 urban living and working area expansion trend
(source for urban living and working area: City of Amsterdam 2015 http://maps.amsterdam.nl/grondgebruik)
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Fig. 41 urban public parks system
(source: City of Amsterdam 2015 http://maps.amsterdam.nl/stadsparken)
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Site image 1 existing wind turbines next to the highway

Site image 9 landscape for wind turbines from ADM cultural community

Site image 10 horizontal landscape for port material storage piles and AEB plants

Site image 2 existing wind turbines next to railway

Site image 11 wind turbines next to the urban road

Site image 12 wind turbines next to the urban road

Site image 3 port car terminal

Site image 4 vacant industrial estate

Site image 13 wind turbine hub bottom
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Site image 5 AEB waste-to-energy plants in the distance

Site image 6 vacant industrial estate
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Site image 16 wind turbines combine with industrial estate
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Site image 7 current urban road without sidewalk
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4.1.1 Industrial transformation

4.1.2 Accessibility analysis

According to the projected scenario of High urban density & High

With the general design concept to open up the study area to

SET, the study area will become multifunctional and more open

public as a real multifunctional space, there will be two ways

to the future city, while the basic function as port industrial area

from both urban road and water transportation to get into the site.

will still be kept and developed to the sustainable one. Currently

As shown in Figure 44, the site could be reached through public

in the study area, there are generally nine types of industries:

transport within around 45 minutes, through bicycle within around

fossil fuel storage companies, cargo logistic companies, biomass

40 minutes and through waterway around 90 minutes from Central

pre-processing companies, waste-to-energy conversion company

Station. Thus, even though the location is at the edge of the city, it

(AEB), car terminal, raw material storage companies, recycling

is still not difficult for public to visit. In other words, there will be

companies, WWTP plant, and manufacturing companies (seen

tremendous potential for the area to become an urban sustainable

previous diagram Figure 21 ). Within the urban energy transition

energy park in the future to promote emotional transition for

process, the unsustainable industries will be gradually replaced

sustainable energy landscape and even contribute to the formation

by sustainable ones, and even transform to serve for biomass

of new urban energy culture.

4 URBAN ENERGY LANDSCAPE DESIGN

production. For example, the fossil fuel storage companies could
transform to biomass storage ones and AEB could transform to
a biomass conversion company. Combining with the ambition
of Port of Amsterdam to become the energy port for the city,
the study area could also function as the biomass energy source
for the city, which involves biomass storage, pre-processing
andconversion stages. Generally for the biomass supply chain

Fig. 43 on-site biomass processing

(BSC), there are essentially three parts included: the biomass
supplier, the storage sites, the bio-refinery sites and transportation
(Sharma, B. et al 2013), as shown in Figure 42 (Batidzirai 2005).
Specifically for the study port area, the harvesting biomass
will be transported to the area through both road and shipping
transportation. After that, the existing BP fossil-fuel storage tanks
and the on-site coal storage heaps will be used as the biomass
storage spots. Besides, the existing biomass pre-processing
companies (such as Chaincraft company and Orgaworld
company) will still function and improve to serve for biomass
pre-processing. After that, the existing waste-to-energy company
AEB will be transformed to serve for biomass conversion to
generate biomass energy. Meanwhile, according to the projected
scenario, the incineration of waste will be transformed into
waste recycling. And the generated energy will be converted
and transported to the urban heating system (seen Figure 43 ).

Fig. 42 biomass supply chain
Fig. 44 site accessibility analysis
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4.2 Design inspiration & concept
According to the projected scenario, the design site has the huge

The project ‘Vrijstraat Amsterdam’ from the company ZUS is

According to the definition of ‘civil liberty’ from Oxford

potential to be the renewable energy source for the city in the

viewed as a reference to support the concept, with the assignment

Dictionary, it is ‘the state of being subject only to laws established

future, due to large available land and high wind and solar natural

to search for civil liberties in the planning of the future of the city.

for the good of the community, especially with regard to freedom

resources. In order to create the sustainable energy landscape,

Generally the design concept is ‘megastructure’, which focuses

of action and speech’. Specifically to the regulation of urban

the social-cultural value should be embodied. Recreational and

on the connection between neighborhoods, people, plants and

land use, the rights of property owners is a critical component

exhibitional energy tourism is the effective way to raise public

animals. The design site is located in Amsterdam Oost, which

especially under the context of urban sprawl (Soule 2006). When

awareness and improve social acceptance for sustainable energy

consists of two parts: the Spinoza promenade and the Vrijstraat

it comes to the study port area, besides the real occupied industrial

transition. Based on the research target to balance the interrelations

(Freestreet). Both of these two streets are organic and green

area, who are the real landscape owners and what are the real

between different energy landscape criteria, the general design

meanwhile angular and urban. Together they form a circuit running

urban functions for the rest vacant area are obscure. According

concept is to introduce sustainable energy technologies to the

through very different areas - the Indische Buurt, the Science

to the projected scenario to introduce multiple land use such as

public through creative recreational and exhibitional energy

Park, Diemen, IJburg and Zeeburgereiland (seen Figure 45-1,2,3).

renewable energy generation, sustainable port industry and port

landscape, without diminishing the energy output or disturbing the

The ‘megastructure’ could be a good attempt to implement urban

waterfront recreational space, the ownership of the land will be

operation and development of the on-site sustainable industries.

multifunctional land use with the combination of urban life and

more open to public. For example, for solar and wind energy

nature.

generating farms, with the high combination to the port factory
buildings, the ownership of the industrial estates will be expanded
from private to public. And for the development of ADM cultural
community, with the combination to the waterfront recreational
space, the ownership of the land will also be expanded from
community to public.
With the context to search for civil liberties, the more concrete
design concept is to create the grand energy land art as a way
to introduce renewable energy tourism. Specifically for wind
energy, the sublime wind farm will be created combining to other
industrial land use. For solar energy, the concept of energy crystal’
will be introduced, by creating the large southward inclined solar
roofs for the existing industrial buildings and also for the open
industry estates. In order to reduce the shadow influence for solar
panel efficiency from the connected roofs, the north edges are
designed with the inclination following sunlight direction, which
shaped like crystals. Additionally, the concept of crystal is also a
metaphor about the microscope crystal structure of solar cell. In
Fig. 45-3 concept layers for the reference project ‘Vrijstraat Amsterdam’ (source: ZUS)

addition to wind and solar energy, biomass will also be introduced
combining to green recreational function. However, due to the
limited value for biomass, the total energy generating amount for

Fig. 45-1 masterplan for the reference project ‘Vrijstraat Amsterdam’ (source: ZUS)

the area will not take it into account.
For the relation between design concept and civil liberties, the
further discussion will be included in chapter 5.

Fig. 45-2 model for the reference project ‘Vrijstraat Amsterdam’ (source: ZUS)
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4.3 Design models
4.3.1 Separate models for different technologies

- solar farm
The created models for both solar farms, wind turbines and underground transmission line are shown in this part, as the visualized way to
express the combination of different design principles. Generally there are 17 design principles defined in chapter 2 (seen Table 4, page 25),
which are 1) Green facades for industrial building solar, biomass 2) Port waterfront recreational area solar, wind, biomass 3) Large inclined
solar roof land art solar 4) Touring paths on, through & between solar canopies solar 5) Touring path through ground free-standing solar farm
solar 6) Elevated land for ground free-standing solar PV solar 7) Sublime wind farm wind 8) Vegetation area surrounding wind turbines wind,
biomass 9) Touring path through wind farm wind 10) Optimal wind turbine type and installation wind 11) Elevated land for wind turbines
wind 12) Wind turbines away from solar farms to avoid shadow effects solar, wind 13) Touring path through biomass vegetation area biomass
14) Staying space inside biomass vegetation area biomass 15) Biomass area Combining to solar farm and wind turbines solar, wind, biomass
16) Energy transmission line combining to touring path solar, wind 17) Elevated land for underground electric cable. After evaluating them
according to SEL criteria, 12) has the limited value for establishing a real sustainable energy landscape, so this item will not be based to
create design models.

Fig. 46 model for free-standing solar farm

combined design principles:
·Free-standing solar farm with elevated ground
·Biomass vegetation area
·Ground-level touring path

Fig. 50 model for solar canopy (1)

combined design principles:
·Inclined solar canopy
·Biomass vegetation area
·Railway

Fig. 51 model for solar canopy (2)

combined design principles:
·Inclined solar canopy
·Biomass vegetation area
·Urban road

Fig. 52 model for solar canopy (3)

combined design principles:
·Inclined solar canopy
·Biomass vegetation area
·Ground-level touring path

Specifically, there are total 8 models for solar farms, in which 1 of them is for free-standing solar farm, 3 of them are related to roof solar
farm, another 3 are for solar canopy, and another 1 is for floating solar farm. All of these models will be implemented in the design.

Fig. 47 model for solar roof (1)

Fig. 48 model for solar roof (2)

Fig. 49 model for solar roof (3)
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combined design principles:
·Inclined solar roofs
·Green facades
·Recreational vegetation area
·Ground-level/overhead touring path

combined design principles:
·Inclined solar roof
·Green facades
·Roof touring path
·Waterfront open public area

combined design principles:
·Inclined solar roof
·Biomass vegetation area
·Urban road

Fig. 53 model for floating solar farm

combined design principles:
·Flowing solar farm
·Water path
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- wind farm
As for wind turbines there are totally 7 models, in which 5 of them are for normal turbines combining to industry estates, vacant green space
and waterfront open space, while the rest 2 models are for creative wind turbines combining to vacant green space and waterfront open
space. When it comes to energy transmission line, the model shows the combination of elevated touring path alongside urban road and the
underground energy transmission cable.

Fig. 54 model for wind turbine (1)

Fig. 55 model for wind turbine (2)

Fig. 56 model for wind turbine (3)

combined design principles:
·Wind turbines
·Biomass storage tank
·Biomass vegetation area
·Ground-level touring path

Fig. 58 model for wind turbine (5)

combined design principles:
·Wind turbines
·Waterfront open public area

Fig. 59 model for wind turbine (6)

combined design principles:
·Creative wind turbines
·Waterfront open public area

Fig. 60 model for wind turbine (7)

combined design principles:
·Wind turbines
·Business park with roof solar PV
·Urban road

combined design principles:
·Wind turbines
·Port material storage piles
·Urban road

combined design principles:
·Wind turbines
·Biomass vegetation area & forest
·Ground-level/overhead touring path

- transmission line

Fig. 57 model for wind turbine (4)
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combined design principles:
·Creative wind turbines
·Biomass vegeration area & forest
·Ground-level/overhead touring path

Fig. 61 model for energy transmission line

combined design principles:
·Embedded electricity transmission cable
·Elevated touring path
·Urban road
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4.3.2 Combined models for solar and wind farm
After defining the models separately for both solar farms and wind turbines, the combination of these two energy technologies is also
visualized as the combined models. There are totally 5 combined models, which are all implemented for the design. The following content is
going to describe these models respectively.

- Combined model (1) : This model shows the combination of green recreation area between solar roofs and the creative wind turbine, with

the combined design principles such as 1) Inclined solar roofs 2) Creative wind turbines 3) Green facades 4) Recreational vegetation area
5) Ground-level/overhead touring path. This model is mainly implemented for the existing factory area in the North-east of the site, which
intend to multiple port industry land use, renewable energy generation, and recreational energy tourism as a multifunctional urban land use.

- Combined model (2) : This model shows the waterfront open area with the combination of solar roofs and normal wind turbine, under the
guidance of the design principles such as 1) Inclined solar roofs 2) wind turbines 3) Green facades 4) Roof touring path 5) Waterfront open
area. This model is mainly implemented for the existing factory area in the North of the site, which intend to multiple port industry land use,
renewable energy generation, and recreational energy tourism as a multifunctional urban land use.

- Combined model (3) : This model shows the vacant green land development through the combination of free-standing solar farm and normal

wind turbine, using the design principles such as 1)Free-standing solar farm with elevated ground 2) wind turbines 3) Biomass vegetation
area 4) Ground-level touring path. This model is mainly implemented for the vacant green area of the site, as to introduce multifunctional
land use such as renewable energy generation and green energy tourism, and also with the environmental value to enhance biodiversity and
reduce greenhouse gas emission.

- Combined model (4) : This model mainly shows the combination of floating solar farm and creative wind turbine on the water bank, with the
design principles such as 1) Floating solar farm 2) wind turbines 3) Waterfront open area. This model is mainly implemented for the water
area relating to ADM cultural community, as to introduce multifunctional land use such as renewable energy generation and water-related
energy tourism.

- Combined model (5) : This model shows the design for urban road infrastructure, with the combination of solar canopy and normal wind

turbine, using the design principles such as 1) Inclined solar canopy 2) Normal wind turbine 3) underground energy transmission cable 4)
Biomass vegetation area 5) Urban road 6) Elevated touring path. This model is mainly implemented for the urban road combining to the
elevated touring path with underground transmission cable, as to introduce multifunctional land use to combine urban road infrastructure with
renewable energy generation and transmission.
Fig. 63 combined model (2)

Fig. 62 combined model (1)
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Fig. 64 combined model (3)
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4.4 Energy facility parameter and placement design
- wind turbines

Specifically, there are three aspects considered for designing
the wind farm: wind farm layout patterns, wind farm direction

Firstly for wind turbines, I still choose the wind turbines from

and inter-turbine placing. As for wind farm layout, there are

company Vestas as the sample for my design and also refer to the

many different possibilities, such as linear configuration, arced

related parameters, which I used for the previous energy output

configuration, basic grid configuration, offset grid configuration,

estimation. The wind speed for the study port area is not very

feathered grid configuration and random configuration (Choi et

satisfying for lower turbines. Thus for the designed sublime wind

al 2014, seen Figure 68 ). According to J. S. González (2014), the

farm, I intend to choose 105m 3MW wind turbines in order to

linear configuration is commonly applied, while the offset grid

higher the efficiency. Based on this principle, the specific choice

configuration is the symmetrical optimized layout. The economic

for wind turbine from Vestas is V90-3.0 MW™ IEC IIA. The

reason for choosing the group of wind turbines instead of the

technical specifications for this type of wind turbine is shown in

separate aligned wind turbines is that the former one is more

Table 10 .

economic of scale such as lower installation and maintenance
costs (Samorani 2013), in order to follow the economic criteria for

The wind potential map for Amsterdam (City of Amsterdam -

sustainable energy landscape. However, along with the decreased

physical planning department 2013, seen Figure 67 ) show that the

cost, the generated power also reduce due to the wake effects

whole port area has the relatively high potential for large-scale

(Méchali et al 2006). Thus for the layout design of the wind farm,

wind farms. Thus a large-scale wind farm is considered in the

I will choose offset grid configuration to not only improve wind

energy landscape design of the study area.

energy generating capacity but also balance with other land use
types.

Generally in my design, the wind farm with total 55 wind turbines
will be built up in the north-west of the site, which will also
combine with other land use types such as port industry land
Fig. 65 combined model (4)

use, port waterfront recreational land use and energy landscape
recreational land use, etc. Through the sublime energy landscape
for the designed wind farm, I intend to present wind energy
culture to public. Besides wind energy cultural value, Wind
Farm Layout Optimization Problem (WFLOP) is considered in
order to optimally position the turbines within the wind farm to
minimize the wake effects and therefore maximize electricity
generation (Samorani 2013). Generally according to the former
rough calculation of wind speed for 3MW wind turbines with
6m/s wind speed, the general yearly energy output is 4.7 GWh/
y (onlinesource: http://www.renewablesfirst.co.uk). Thus
the total energy output for 55 wind turbines is 258.5 GWh/y.
Table 10 technical specifications for Vestas V90-3.0 MW ™ IEC IIA

Fig.67 wind potential map for Amsterdam

Fig. 66 combined model (5)
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Besides wind farm layout, the direction for the wind farm will consider the relation to the prevailing wind direction of the site. According to
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- solar panels

the hourly average wind speed of wild-area Amsterdam (Figure 69 ), the months from October until March have relatively high wind energy

which means the electric power is provided directly to consumers
without being transmitted or distributed through the power grids.

potential. During this period, the main wind directions are west, south-west and south (Figure 70 ). Thus, the design for the direction of wind

Generally for the design I still choose CdTe as the type for solar

The second one is termed as ‘grid-connected’, which connects to

farm will mainly be south-west oriented in order to capture wind more efficiently.

cell. Based on the previous analysis for different types for solar

the power grids (Momoh et al 2012).

cell, the development of efficiency for CdTe is quiet fast, and the
In addition to wind farm layout patterns and direction, the placing distance between wind turbines is also important to reduce wake effect

current best research-cell efficiency is 22.1% (seen Figure 30).

After describing the projected power network as the combined CG

and then improve the energy generating efficiency. According to M. Samorani (2013), 5-9 rotor diameters’ distance apart in the prevailing

Besides, this type of solar cell is considered as a more sustainable

and DG ones, another term ‘smart grid’ is going to be mentioned in

wind direction and 3-5 rotor diameters’ distance apart in the direction perpendicular to the prevailing wind are usually required. Based on the

one comparing to other types, due to the smallest carbon footprint,

this report. Generally, ‘smart grid’ is an electrical energy delivering

turbine parameter for V136-3.45 MW™ IEC IIIA (Vestas 2017), the rotor diameter is 105 meters. After considering the total area of the site

lowest water use and shortest energy payback time of all solar

system using both digital and other advanced technologies to

and the visual effect of wind energy landscape, the distance apart in the prevailing wind direction is 525 meters while the distance apart in the

technologies (0.8 years) (Peng et al 2013). Besides, CdTe also

meet the varying electricity consumption, as well as to monitor

direction perpendicular to the prevailing wind is 315 meters (seen Figure 71 ).

has the increasing high market share on thin-film technologies

and manage energy generation and distribution (IEA 2011; Miceli

(Frnhofer Institute for Solar Energy 2016), with lower costs than

2013). A smart grid is an umbrella term covering modernization

conventional solar cells made of crystalline silicon in multi-

of both the transmission and distribution grids (Vijayapriya and

kilowatt systems (Srinivas et al 2015).

Kothari 2011). As shown in Figure 72 (Vijayapriya and Kothari
2011), renewable energy sources such as wind turbines and solar

Based on the former collected and analyzed information about

panels play an important role in smart generation phase, while

CdTe (the specific calculation process is shown in chapter 3),

smart energy storage improve the flexibility of the system. The

the estimated energy output per unit is 96.8 kwh/m2/y for free-

transmission network still works as the way to deliver high-voltage

standing solar panels and 107.8 kwh/m2/y for the tilted solar roofs,

electricity generated by central power plants and renewable power

which will be used as the base for the following energy output

plants to the power network.

calculation of the design.
When it specifically comes to city Amsterdam, according to the
Fig.70 monthly average main wind directions (online source: https://weatherspark.com/
y/51381/Average-Weather-in-Amsterdam-Netherlands#Sections-Wind)

- energy transmission and storage for smart grid system

projected scenario for 2040, the electricity supply will totally
comes from renewable energy sources, of which half will comes

Along with the urban energy transition, the whole urban electricity

from renewable central power plant outside city while the other

network will be foreseen. Considering the economics of scale

half will directly comes from ‘stand-alone’ and ‘grid-connected’

involved for the Centralized Generation (CG) and Distributed

DG system inside urban area. The study port area will play the role

Generation (DG) system, a combination of both CG and DG would

as a ‘grid-connected’ DG system, so the generated high-voltage

provide a more effective scale, which proper DG penetration in

power will be transmitted and smartly stored in the site. In urban

CG could reduce emissions and attain the lowest cost technology.

scale, the transmission line is expected to connect to the electricity

Comparing CG and DG system, DG system tends to be more

grid of the municipal area. Basing on these requirements, a

resilient and sustainable than CG system. Specifically there are

transmission system and energy storage spot are considered in the

two types of DG systems. The first one is termed as ‘stand-alone’,

design. As the multifunctional energy landscape, the transmission
line will combine with low vegetation as the cycling path for site.

Fig.68 wind farm layout patterns

Fig.69 hourly average wind speed of wild-area Amsterdam (online source: http://www.
weatherstationamsterdam.nl/weather28/index.php
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Fig.71 wind turbine placing design
Fig.72 smart grid network (source: Vijayapriya and Kothari 2011）
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4.5 Masterplan
Generally for the thesis study, the design
practice for the port area is used as the way
to evaluate design principles and also review
High urban density & High SET scenario.With
the concept of ‘energy crystal’, the metaphor
is to build up the sustainable energy label for
the future Amsterdam city (seen bird view
visualization Figure 74 ). The ‘energy crystal’
will become a multifunctional urban area with
three cores: renewable energy generation,
sustainable port industry and urban energy
tourism. In addition, the grid-pattern touring
path network can enhance the accessibility
for the whole study area, as an exploration of
civil liberties for urban land use. Besides the
tremendous urban land art, when zoom into
the real site experience, the multiple layers
of inclined solar roofs and the sublime wind
farm can bring the splendid artificial energy
landscape to the citizens and tourists, as an
effective way to improve social acceptance
of renewable energy landscape and gradually
promote energy cultural transition.

renewable
energy generation

sustainable
port industry

urban energy
tourism

Fig.88 keypoints design locations
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Fig.73 Masterplan
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Fig.74 Bird view visualization
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4.6 Design program
4.6.1 Energy layer
Generally based on the design concept, there are three layers for the study area (seen Figure 75 ). The first layer is the renewable energy
landscape for large inclined solar roofs, free-standing solar farm and sublime wind farm. For this layer, the total energy output will be
estimated. The second layer is mainly for recreational land use combining both energy tourism and urban port waterfront recreational space.
Besides, the potential biomass producing value can also be embodied. Thus, for this layer, the road system will be programmed with the
consideration of elevation design. Besides, the general vegetation design will also be programmed with the principle to choose local resistant
species. The third layer is about the transition for the on-site factories and cargo warehouses. For the transformation of factories, the fossil fuel
related factories will transit to be sustainable ones (which has already shown in the previous content, seen Figure 43 ). For the transformation
of port warehouses, it will be contained in ‘solar crystals’ concept. The specific transforming program will be shown in the following content.

renewable energy layer
('solar crystals' + wind farm + energy transmission line)

- energy output

Amsterdam for 2015 was 1001.27 GWh, the ‘energy crystal’ could
supply around 59.51% municipal electricity demand for living area

Based on the rough calculation, the total area for the inclined roof

in 2015 (Seen Table 11 ).

solar farms and inclined solar canopies is around 235.65 hectares.
Based on the estimated unit energy output of 110.2 kwh/m2/y

As the design practice is used as the way to review High urban

for CdTe solar cell with 5 degree tilt, the total energy output is

density & High SET scenario, the electricity demand for 2040 is

around 259.7 GWh/y. Besides, the total area for the free-standing

going to be estimated. Firstly according to the official information

solar farms is around 86.35 hectares. Based on the estimated unit

from City of Amsterdam (2010), there will be around 70,000

energy output of 90.0 kwh/m2/y for 60 degree CdTe solar panels,

more dwellings in the urban area, which means around 500,000

the total energy output is around 77.7 GWh/y. Besides, according

dwellings in 2040. If the society is still not transformed to be an

to the design, there will be in total 55 3MW (105m) wind turbines

energy-saving society, the total electricity demand in 2040 will

in the area. According to the former rough calculation, the average

reach 1115 GWh. In this case, the total electricity output from

wind speed is 6 m/s at the height of 105m, thus the estimated

the port study area can support 53.4% of the whole dwelling

energy output for each turbine is 4.7 GWh/y (online source: http://

electricity use. While along with the fast transmission to energy-

www.renewablesfirst.co.uk). So the total wind energy output is

saving society, less electricity use will be projected, which means

258.5 GWh/y. Adding all the solar and wind energy output, the

the ‘energy crystals’ has the huge potential to account for more

total electricity output could get to 595.9 GWh/y. Besides, for the

than 53.4%. Thus, this design practice shows the great potential for

renewable energy generated by biomass, due to the low efficiency,

the port area to supply over 50% of urban dwelling electricity use,

this part of energy is not included in the calculation. As the former

which can meet the projection of the scenario High urban density

estimation for the total electricity consumption of living area in

& High SET to generate around 40% of dwelling electricity
demand (seen Figure 76 ).

Table 11 estimated electricity generating ratio of on-site renewable energy generation for the 2015 municipal electricity demand for living area
(including designed situation)

transport system & green energy tourism
(biomass grassland + forest + ADM cultural centre + touring path)

Total wind and solar electricity

ratio for 2015 municipal

ratio for 2040 municipal

output of the port study area

electricity demand

electricity demand

Existing situation

42.4 GWh/y

4.23%

3.81%

Level-1 potential situation

218.2 GWh/y

21.79%

19.59%

Level-2 potential situation

305.5 GWh/y

30.51%

27.40%

Designed situation

595.9 GWh/y

59.51%

53.44%

sustainable port industry & cargo warehouse
(sustainable companies + cargo warehouse + truck road)

Fig.75 overlay diagram
Fig.76 Energy ratio for 2040 dwelling energy demand
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4.6.2 Energy tourism & infrastructure layer
- transportation system

- road elevation

As shown in Figure 77 about the transportation system layers, there are three types of traffic, which are the touring paths, the urban roads for

In order to realize the design for the road system, road elevation is also be programmed (shown in Figure 78 ). The ground level for the flat

trucks and the touring boating path. Specifically for the touring path, there are 5 entrances for people to get into the site. With north-south

port water bank is defined as 0.0m, so the relative water level is around -1.5m according to the height database for Amsterdam (https://ahn.

direction, the road structure follows the placing lines of the wind farm, but with different distance in order to create different experience for

arcgisonline.nl/ahnviewer/). Generally for the urban road system, the designed height is 0.0m. When it comes to the dike part, the road will

the sublime wind farm landscape. While for the touring path with east-west direction, the general principle is to connect to the existing road

be elevated to 1.5m. Besides, for the energy transmission line, even though the basic height is 0.0m, the intersect points with the touring path

system. As for the urban road for delivering cargo, basically there are three ways getting into the area. The general structure has three big

will get to 1.5m to avoid the contradiction with the elevated alongside touring path. Than for the energy touring path, the part of green valley

loops and a dead-end way. From the next level, the warehouses and factories are connected to the big structure separately. Besides, for the

between the inclined solar roofs will be designed with large height difference. The more detailed design will be shown in the next part of

touring boating path, it is another entrance of the site from waterway, which combines to the floating solar farm landscape as a part of energy

keypoints design.

tourism.

Touring path network
Elevation for touring path

Urban road
(trucks can pass through)

Elevation for urban road

Touring waterway

Fig.77 layers for traffic system
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Fig.78 layers for the elevation of both touring path and urban road
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- vegetation

- lighting

The general vegetation types are shown in Figure 79 . The general principle to choose vegetation types is to contribute to biomass production

As a sustainable energy tourism highlight for the future city, the experience during the night hours should also be exciting. With the concept

while serve for ecological restoration. Thus, all the chosen species are native ones. Besides, according to the flooding prevention strategy,

of ‘energy crystals’, the night atmosphere will be gleaming. Specifically, for the sublime wind farm, I will use the turning spotlight to

the area for the important energy facilities will be protected targeted. Therefore the most of the vegetation area has high vulnerability for

highlight the height of the wind turbines, and also for safety requirement. As for the solar crystals, I will introduce LED rope light with blue

flooding issue. Thus the chosen plants species are also with high resistance. The whole style for planting is wild and natural, in order to fit the

color to show the shape of these ‘solar mountains’, in order to show the concept of ‘solar crystals’. The use of LED will save large amount of

port culture and even as a way to express civil liberties. The planting design for the green valley between ‘solar crystals’ on the east wing of

electricity. The lighting design plan is shown in Figure 80 .

the study area is well combined to the ‘solar mountains’ landscape through the touring path with changed height. As a keypoint, the zoom-in
design will be shown in the subsequent content.

Fig.79 general vegetation types
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Fig.80 lighting design
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Fig.81 Night bird view visualization
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4.6.3 Port factories & warehouses layer
Based on the design concept of ‘solar crystals’, the existing port warehouses and factories will be transformed with the south-faced inclined
roof solar farms. Generally the transformation program is shown in Figure 82 . The sample is extracted from the east wing of the study area
with three existing warehouses. The current total area is around 5.9 hectares, and the heights of these warehouses are 12m and 15m. After
the transformation, the truck road system will be more regular with branches to connect to each warehouse. The total area will increase a
lot to around 10.9 hectares. And the height of the warehouses will also increase to 20m, which can store more cargoes. The reason for these
transformation is because of the inclined roof solar farm and the tilted green facade with the light structure (seen reference pictures in Figure
83 ). The green facades will also slightly increase the space for the warehouse, while the inside edges can also be designed as the truck
paths to deliver cargoes. Outside of these ‘energy crystals’ will be the green vegetation area with touring path, which allows the tourists and
citizens to experience the tremendous energy landscape. Due to the release of more gray industrial area to public, this is also a way to explore

Fig.83 reference pictures for green facades (online source)

the civil liberties for urban land use.

Program location

Fig.82 warehouse transforming program
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After the general description for the transformed warehouses, the angles for the inclined solar roofs and the corresponding heights are shown
in Figure 84 . There are three different angles with 3 degrees, 5 degrees and 8 degrees inclination respectively. The principle for choosing
these angles is to control the highest point of the roof lower than 40m, considering the shadow influence of high structures for the energy
generating efficiency. In fact, the average height of the roofs is around 25m. Figure 85 shows the shadow analysis for the constructions with
different heights. The angle of the inclined green facade is horizontal 62 degree. The reason for choosing this angle is that it is the average
sunlight angle during summer time, which can largely release the unsatisfying landscape in the shadow during summer time. According to the
diagram, for the structure with 20 meters height, the longest shadow in winter is around 70m, while the shadow in spring/autumn is around
15m. For the structure with 30 meters height, the longest shadow in winter is around 104.5m, while the shadow in spring/autumn is around
22.5m. By comparison, for the structure with 40 meters height, the longest shadow in winter is around 139m, while the shadow in spring/
autumn is around 30m. The general design for the distances between ‘solar crystals’ conform to the principle to avoid shadow influence from
spring to autumn.

Fig.84 angles for inclined solar roofs and corresponding heights

Fig.85 shadow analysis for the structures with different heights
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- transformation for the port warehouses
The physical characteristics of Warehouse Distribution facilities, for example, vary significantly from building to building: ceiling heights
range from 16 to 80 feet (around 5 to 25 meters) for different cargo storage (Johannson & Rene 2003). The heights for the existing
warehouses in the study area are around 10m to 15m. After the design, the heights will increase to around 15m to 20m, so the storage
capacity will increase. With the transformation to have larger storage volume, more large logistic business will be expected to enter the area,
which can stimulate the logistic trade and improve financial development. The general sections for warehouses structure is shown in Figure
86 . The most of designed ‘energy crystals’ have the warehouses with the heights lower than 20m (seen reference Figure 87-1 ), while only two
of them have the warehouses with 30m height, which can be used as the warehouse for the large logistic requirement (seen reference Figure
87-2 ).

Fig.87-1 reference warehouse with the height lower than 20m
(online source: http://www.amazsa.com/logistic-services.html)

Fig.87-2 reference warehouse with the height around 30m
(online source: https://www.dextragroup.co.uk/dexeco/projects/regatta/)

Fig.86 diagram sections for warehouses with different capacities
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4.7 Keypoints design

12

In order to show the more detailed design for the study area, I chose two keypoints locations (shown in

Figure 88 ). The first keypoint aims to show the combination of renewable energy sources, recreational
green valley, and industrial warehouses and port car terminal. While the second keypoint aims to show the
activities for the transformed ADM cultural community, with the context of renewable energy landscape.

Fig.89 keypoint A plan - combination of different urban functions
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Fig.90 keypoint A - visualization（1）
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Fig.91 keypoint A - visualization（2）
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Fig.92 keypoint A - visualization（3）car terminal
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Touring path sections
The green valley between the ‘solar crystals’ is a very interesting point for sustainable energy tourism. In order
to gain different experience of multiple ‘solar hills’, the height for the touring path changes from the ground
level to 9m. The following sections show the different touring experience from different heights, combining to
the trees, grassland, green facades and solar roofs. Besides, the creative wind turbine is also combined to the
overhead touring path, as an interesting experience that people can go through the bottom of the wind turbine to
look up to see the very tall artificial machine.

Fig.93 height & section lines

Fig.94 section 1-1

Fig.95 section 3-3
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Fig.96 section 4-4
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Fig.97 section 5-5
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COLOPHON
colophon
colophon
Contemporary society is facing a series of urgent environmental

Contemporary society is facing a series of urgent environmental

problems and challenges, such as climate change, loss of

problems and challenges, such as climate change, loss of

biodiversity and natural resources (clean water, fossil fuel,

biodiversity and natural resources (clean water, fossil fuel,

forests, etc.) depletion. In order to mitigate these issues, the

forests, etc.) depletion. In order to mitigate these issues, the

‘social-technical transitions’, in terms of transport, energy, Agri-

‘social-technical transitions’, in terms of transport, energy, Agri-

food and other systems, are necessary (Geels 2011). The term

food and other systems, are necessary (Geels 2011). The term

transition in diverse ways to studies of social class transition,

transition in diverse ways to studies of social class transition,

post-socialist transitions, biological/evolutionary transitions,

post-socialist transitions, biological/evolutionary transitions,

demographic transitions and transitions to sustainability (Lawhon

demographic transitions and transitions to sustainability (Lawhon

and Murphy 2011). Transitions to sustainability have some special

and Murphy 2011). Transitions to sustainability have some special

characteristics. Firstly, they are goal oriented or ‘purposive’

characteristics. Firstly, they are goal oriented or ‘purposive’

to address persistent environmental problems. Secondly, most

to address persistent environmental problems. Secondly, most

‘sustainable’ solutions do not offer obvious benefits for users

‘sustainable’ solutions do not offer obvious benefits for users

comparing to the established technologies. Thus these changes

comparing to the established technologies. Thus these changes

will require policy changes as vested interests will try to resist

will require policy changes as vested interests will try to resist

such transitions. Thirdly, for empirical domains such as energy

such transitions. Thirdly, for empirical domains such as energy

and Agri-food, ‘complementary assets’ are possessed by dominant

and Agri-food, ‘complementary assets’ are possessed by dominant

large firms. The involvement of these large incumbent firms might

large firms. The involvement of these large incumbent firms might

accelerate the breakthrough of environmental innovations for

accelerate the breakthrough of environmental innovations for

transitions to sustainability. Therefore, transitions to sustainability

transitions to sustainability. Therefore, transitions to sustainability

are of necessity to focus on the interaction between technology,

are of necessity to focus on the interaction between technology,

policy / power / politics, economics / business / markets, and

policy / power / politics, economics / business / markets, and

culture / discourse / public opinion (Geels 2011).

culture / discourse / public opinion (Geels 2011).

Fig.98 keypoint B plan - ADM cultural community transformation
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Fig.99 keypoint B - visualization(1)floating solar farm next to ADM cultural community
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Fig.100 keypoint B - visualization(2) waterfront boardwalk next to ADM cultural community
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Fig.101 sublime wind farm visualization
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5.1 Discussion
- discussion about research

-discussion about design

For the research part, generally there are three main dilemmas of

The last dilemma is about the limitation of data volume and

For the design part, within the context of urban energy transition

industrial landscape. Besides, from spatial aspect, the real on-site

contention. Firstly, the study didn’t involve indigenous people in

relevance for the main research method of literature review,

and the multifunctional land use in the future, the design practice

experience is also unwelcoming for public: many trucks passing

it at all, for both setting up sustainable energy landscape (SEL)

which influence the level for reliability and validity of the defined

in this thesis tries to create the inclined roof solar farms with

through very fast and close-by, large areas of vacant estates just

criteria and design principles, which limits the realistic meaning

SEL criteria and the related design principles. Specifically, there

the external lightweight structure instead of directly making use

with basic vegetation, and the large enclosed industrial area

of the research. In fact, during the process of researching, I

are only 33 papers reviewed to establish the criteria for SEL of

of the existing roofs, while considering the loading condition

with fences. In addition, the cycling path of the area is not even

really put in effort to contact Port of Amsterdam and the related

the port area, which is not enough to get the relative complete

for the existing factories and warehouses and also creating the

complete, and just stops at the way to get to the north waterfront.

managers through emails and social networks, but without

information for criteria items. In addition, with the limitation of

tremendous urban land art. The design comes up with a number

Therefore, the existing ADM community on the north edge of

results. The possible reason could be that the related departments

current mainstream literature which focus more on the SEL from

of large inclined extra structures with lightweight CdTe thin film

the site, like an urban islet, is confronted with a number of social

focus more on the current development of the location and

a regional level or the city peripheries, the available literature

solar panels on the top, while the redesigned internal warehouses

problems due to the lack of spatial connection to the surroundings.

don’t have the real interest to establish the area as urban energy

specifically for the SEL of a port industrial area is very limited.

can also own larger storage space due to the less vacant gaps in

According to the definition of civil liberty, it is the state of being

source, or maybe because the lack of interest for a student

Thus, the reviewed papers to set up criteria for SEL are not

between. With the variable tilting angles of 3 degrees, 5 degrees

subject only to laws established for the good of the community,

design practice. Thus, in the future, more emphasis could be put

really relevant to the study area, which drives me to define these

and 8 degrees, the maximum height will reach around 40m,

especially with regard to freedom of action and speech (Oxford

on gathering the opinions of the indigenous people, to better

criteria more from the perspective of a landscape architect rather

which is similar to the height for a residential building with 13

dictionary). When it extends to urban land use, it can relate to the

reflect their wishes. With the help of them to develop the criteria

than the real reflection of literature. This limitation reduces the

floors. Thus, the dilemma occurs for the realistic value for the

accessibility for any public space. However, for the accessibility of

and related design principles together. Only through this the

validity for setting up criteria and even for the further definition

design. Even though it is mainly constructed with the lightweight

the urban industrial area, the level of civil liberty for public space

essential problems and potentials for the area can be explored.

of design principles. Thus, in further research more relevant

steel framed structure, the financial cost for these huge shells

is relatively low, as the very dominant industrial land use type. In

literature will be reviewed to increase the reliability for the

is still enormous. Thus, if it is really worthwhile to invest this

the context of urban energy transition, the simple overlay of an

Another dilemma is the language barrier to really understand

study. And in order to increase the validity for defining criteria,

amount of money on this huge urban land art is questioned.

energy layer to the existing area might not improve the condition,

the Dutch literature and documents. It is good that the city

the research methods such as interviews and questionnaires

government opens up a lot of data for the city. However, most of

will also be used to get the more relevant site information.

but could even make the barrier larger. Thus, in order to return the
However, if level up the social value for the design as the

land back to the public, the extent of accessibility and the way for

this is in Dutch without an english version available. Therefore,

future urban label of sustainable energy, the financial dilemma

the public to use the area are significant. The concept of ‘energy

this data is not easily accessible for international people without

can be relieved. The cultural transition from traditional to

crystals’ sets up the boundaries for the real industrial land use

knowledge of the Dutch language. Because of this, it is pretty

renewable energy supported society is even more difficult

while opening up the rest area to the public. Moreover, as a part of

difficult to understand the document correctly and the reading

than the transformation of technologies. Specifically, how

energy tourism, the tremendous solar and wind energy landscape

speed is quite low due to the constant need for translation.

to promote the public to accept the large area of artificial

even shows the attitude of welcoming to the public. Therefore, this

Besides, the potential for misunderstanding of document also

landscape within municipal scope is worth putting effort

concept could release the gray urban land use back to the citizens

reduce the validity of the research. In fact, the same problem

to. Thus, with this consideration, the design concept of

and tourists.

also exists for getting the recent news about the site, which set

‘energy crystals’ is meaningful, through the tremendous

the barrier to follow the latest development condition of the

urban land art with solar panels and wind turbines to bring

To sum up about the realization value of the ‘energy crystals’

area. Fortunately, thanks to my thesis supervisor Sven and other

the new energy era to the city, not to mention the potential

urban energy land art with the high financial investment, I

fellow Dutch students, I could catch some recent site news

electricity output to support over half of the urban living area.

still keep the positive attitude. Because this tremendous urban
landscape can not only generate electricity to supply for over

for the research, which enhanced my understanding for the
existing situation of the site and helped me to get close to the

In addition, another supporting argument for the realization of

half of the urban dwellings in the future, but also function as the

real problems and potentials for the area. In the future research,

the design is that it can also be regarded as a way to explore

sustainable urban logo for Amsterdam to show the real civil liberty

I would put more effort into overcoming the laguage barrier.

civil liberty for urban land use. Currently, the whole port area

for urban land use and promote cultural transition for renewable

is spatially occupied by port industries and cargo warehouses,

energy era. However, as a big task to design for a urban area with

even some parts are just undeveloped vacant estates. It would

over 900 hectares, the realistic value for the design is not clear due

create a large area of gray space from both mental and spatial

to the possible huge financial investment. Thus, the design concept

aspects. Due to the dominant function of the port as an industrial

is more valuable in terms of brainstorm for a future urban land art

area, there exists a mental block for the public to enter the

instead of a practical one.

site, as the mainstream thought of the area is a huge and cold
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5.2 Conclusion
In this section, the conclusions will firstly be made to answer the

Through the research analysis methods of classification and

sub research questions and the design question. Then, based on the

representation, there are a total of 17 design principles created for

answers, the main research question will be answered.

the area, which are mainly related to solar farms, wind turbines

- sub research question four: What are the potential scenarios for
the SEL of the Amsterdam port area based on the site analysis for
the present conditions and existing plans?

and biomass producing area. Some of these principles are only

- sub research question one: What are the main criteria for
sustainable energy landscape (SEL) of the urban port area in
Amsterdam?

for one source, and some are for different sources. These design

Generally, based on the specific site analysis for the current

principles are mainly about spatial utilization and construction

situation and the existing plans, the driving forces for the scenario

After answering all the sub research questions and the design

rules. The latter design models are created combining different

are made, which are the extent for urban expansion and the extent

question, I get the answer for the main research question about

design principles.

for sustainable energy transition (SET). Through reviewing a

what kind of multifunctional energy landscape could develop in

number of official documents from the government and Port of

the future port area of Amsterdam. The possible multifunctional

Amsterdam, the scenario of High urban expansion & High SET

energy landscape could be the combination of large renewable

is assumed as the most feasible one for a real sustainable future

energy land art, the transformed sustainable port warehouses

of Amsterdam, which also embodies the development for the port

and factories, and the port waterfront cultural recreational space.

area.

However, considering the complexity of urban land use, the

Generally, this research question is about the specific definition of
the criteria for SEL of the port area in Amsterdam. The criteria are
made on the basis of the theory of Criteria for Sustainable Energy

- main research question: What kind of multifunctional energy
landscape could develop in the middle port area of Amsterdam
municipality to meet the criteria for sustainable energy landscape
(SEL)?

- sub research question three: What are the levels of sustainability
for the defined design principles based on the criteria for SEL?

Landscape from Sven Stremke (2015), which defines the criteria
into four dimensions: the technical dimension, environmental

Generally, this research question aims to find out the relations

dimension, social-cultural dimension and economic dimension.

between the created design principles and the defined criteria

After reviewing the relevant literature and official documents

for sustainable energy landscape (SEL). Even though the design

The chosen scenario is regarded as the basis for the design

about the sustainable development targets and plan for Port of

principles are all represented by resulting from the criteria for

practice, and all the items in this scenario are considered and

Besides, even though the designed multifunctional energy

Amsterdam in the future, combining to the view of a landscape

SEL, the level of sustainability considering all the criteria is

implemented. Notably, in the scenario I assumed that the port area

landscape is assumed for the port area in Amsterdam, there are still

architect, the criteria list with a total of 26 items is made as the

still not clear. Thus, this research question is set to explore this

will play the role of urban sustainable energy source to generate

the reference values for the development of multifunctional energy

outcome for this question. When compared to the original criteria

ambiguity. The main analysis method to answer this question is the

around 40% of the city’s dwelling electricity use in 2040. While in

landscape in other urban areas, such as the design approach to first

list from Sven, the defined criteria list is more specified to the

rough evaluation of all 17 design principles through the items of

the design practice, after rough calculation, the study port area can

define criteria for SEL, then create design principles and models,

situation for the study port area. In addition, these criteria are

criteria for SEL. Specifically, (++) and (+) present the synergetic

generate over 50% of the electricity demand from the residential

and after that implement the combined design models on the real

defined from different scales and with different focuses, which are

relation to the criteria for SEL while (--) and (-) present the trade-

area in 2040, which exceed the expectation to a large extent.

design project.

drawn on in different ways by the following theories and design

off relation from higher level to the lower level. By comparison, (o)

practice. Specifically, the criteria for municipal level are specified

presents that there is no obvious relation to the criteria for SEL.

through design strategies. After comparing the pros and cons for

assumed landscape is just one of the possibilities.

- design question: What specific design strategies and spatial
interventions can be made to realize the SEL of the Amsterdam
middle port area?

different strategies, the optimal strategy is selected. When it comes

According to the outcome of evaluation several design principles

to the criteria for the site level, due to the different focuses, some

obtain a higher level of sustainability because they can meet more

of the criteria are specified through design principles while the rest

criteria items with less trade-off relations, namely Green facades

Generally, after defining the sustainable design principles, with

are directly applied into the design practice.

for industrial building, Port waterfront recreational area, Large

the research method of visualization, there are a total of 15 design

inclined solar roof land art, Sublime wind farm and Biomass

models are made for the main on-site renewable energy sources

The criteria defined in this SRQ function as the basis for the other

area Combining to solar farm and wind turbines. The rest of the

such as solar PV and wind turbines. After that, with the reflection

sub research questions, as well as the design question. Therefore,

design principles, such as Touring paths on, through & between

for the relation between design principles and criteria for SEL, the

the answers for the other research questions also refer to the

solar canopies, Touring paths through ground free-standing

combined design models with wind turbines and solar farms are

answer of this research question. In addition, the defined criteria

solar farm, Touring paths through the wind farm, Touring paths

created. The design practice applies these design models through

are also expected to be meaningful for other study of SEL for an

through biomass vegetation area, Elevated land for ground free-

the concept of ‘energy crystals’, with the ambition to supply over

urban port area.

standing solar PV, Elevated land for wind turbines, Elevated land

50% of electricity use from urban dwelling area in 2040. Besides

for underground electric cable, Vegetation area surrounding wind

the huge potential to be a real urban energy source, the design also

turbines, Optimal wind turbine type and installation, Staying

explores the possibilities for a sustainable energy landscape with

space inside biomass vegetation area and Energy transmission line

combined urban land use, such as urban waterfront recreation land

combining to touring path, obtain the lower level of sustainability.

use, and port warehouses and factories land use.

- sub research question two: what design principles correspond
with the criteria for SEL in an urban port area defined in the first
SRQ?

By contract, the only design principle without obvious synergetic
In general the created design principles are specified from some

relation to criteria for SEL is Wind turbines away from solar farms

of the criteria for SEL from the answer of the first SRQ, because

to avoid shadow effects, as this principle does not have relation

those criteria are hardly applied directly to the site. Therefore the

to most of the criteria. Therefore, in the design practice, the solar

design principles are regarded as the medium to apply the criteria

farms are combined with the wind turbines to implement this

to the real site, through the specific design models created in the

conclusion.

design practice.
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